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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

In this text -Nye use the term "technical" in a general sense to
encompass both technical and scientific writing. We.have, how-

o ever, included both terms in the title to highlight the inclusion
of bOth in the text. Often teachers tend to 'view scientific writing
as,different from technical writing, while we envision it as a sub-
category, albeit special, of the general field of technical writing.
Therefore, many of the concepts and activities discussed through-
out the text apply to the teaching of scientific writing in addition
to the chapter devoted specifically to that area. Conversely, many
of the ideas in the chapter on scientific writing are also helpful to
teachers outside that particular discipline.

WHAT IS TECHNICAL WRITING?
Although several writers have attempted to define technical

writing, the term remains confused. Most solved the problem by
explaining dj.fferenCes between technical writing kild other kinds
of writing or by listing pertinent characteristics of technical writ-
ing. Robert Hays cites one major difference between the technical
writer and other writers as the attitude of the writer toward the
subject.' While attitudes of other writers toward their subjects
may, vary from awe to irony; the techilicaLwriter 11---ea-t-s-ITis/her
`subject with -"utter seriousness." (6) This attitude, in turn, de-
mands exacting clarity in the writing not always required of other
writers. Theo desciiption of a procedure may be interesting and
enjoyable to read, but if the writer leaves the exact steps open to
interpretation, the procedure may be performed incorrectly (for
example, a plane may fail to function- properly upon reaching the
landing strip). As W. Earl Britton notes, the primary characteris-
tic of technical writing "lies in the effort of the author to convey
one meaning and only one meaning in what he says." (6)

This statement, however, still does not define "technical writ-
ing." Herman M. Weisman, after considerihg the history and
traits of technical writing, has derived a brief definition. He
states, "Technical writing is the factual recording of that 'experi-
ence or knowledge for the purpose of disseminating it." (19)
While this definition is-admittedly superficial, it does give us a
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point of reference for our discussion and teaching. It takes into
account the most important elements of technical writing 'as well
as the characteristics which differentiate it from other kinds of
writing. First, it indicates that technical Writing is ,the factual re-
corning of an experience. We have some experience, such as a.
procedure, descriptioTh, analysis, or idea, which we want to re-y?
cord as accurately as possible. "Recoiding" indicates that we are
reacting to the experience with as little imaginative ernbellisa-
ment as possible. Weisran's addition. of "factual" emphasizes
the need to report the experience accurately and honestly with
little personal interpretation or elaboration.

Second, this definition raises the question of purpose and au-
dience. The technical writer has to constantly consider the au-
dience. The language of the repOrt, the style of writing, and the
medium of the report are affected by the purpOse and audience.
If, for example, the purpose of the communication is to inform a
superior who is knowledgeable in the field about a new proce-
dure. the writer may use. a specialized vocabulary and references.
If writer is communicating.the procedure to others outside
the field, however, the specit.tliz8c1 vocabulary may interfere with
the meaning, and more general words would have to 'be substi.-.
tuted. Indeed, the -writer may find it more appropriate to com-
municate the procedure to the latter audience with graphs and
charts N-v hich the superior would find superficial:

Since technical writing in high school and the early years of
college encompasses more than scientific procedures, we will use
Weisman's definition as_ a base and continually reconsider the
major components it raisesr accv-ate recording of the experience,
audience, and purpce of the communication, and forfriat of the
communication.

:-
Within each section we will consider each com-

ponent in ligh-t, :OF the instructional procedure both through dis-
cussion and through sample learning experiences.

RECORDING THE EXPERIENCE
Too, often teachers bypass this step in an effort to get to the

writing, incorrectly _assuming that students can automatically.
:perform this task -AthoUt practice or training. In many ways this
preliminary step requires the most instructional input for stuir-
dents. First, students have to learn, to determine which experi-

Ki4 e.nces are pertinent and which are irrevelant to a particular task.
While some are tempted to list everything as important, others'
believe they have nothing worthy of recording. As teachers we
have to serve both types of students. We have to help those who
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see everything as equal to discriminate among a myriad of experi-
ences, and we have to help those who lack confidence in their
experiences and perceptions to see the importance and applica-
bility of their lives.andideas. Once students are able-to determine
appropriate experiences for a specific task, they should learn how
to communicate their perceptions to others to accomplish theirhtpurpose. Duri g this stage of recording the experience; we beginto focus on t use- of language and the specific audience, pur-pose, and format.

AUDIENCE
The technical writer% is a'ways writing for someone else. In

teaching technical writing re should strive to help students ac-
quire a concern for the audience as :a recipient of theirscomniuni-
cations. This is often difficult in school, however, as we tend to
require students to write_ primarily for .hypothetical audience*
in imaginary situations. Perhaps the best way to initiate concernis to search for real audiences :Ind actual situations. If we can
accomplish this goal, students will not 'be merely practicing iso-
late.-d skills, rather they will be employing technical writing skills
to accothpli?h realistic ends. In most instances the teacher shouldprobably not be the audiencef the communifation, as this isseldom the case in "tear situ_ .ttions. Business letters, for example,

-.should be written as part of inofe extensive, experiences in search
of-necessary information. Reports Would have Audiences Who are
potential users of the information. In short, as teachers we should
strive to put the act of writing in proper perspecJ.ive as part of
greater experiences than the practicing of a skill, and as often as-
feasible v..:e should provide real audiences for students.

PURPOSE

According to 1/14,1eisman's definition, the purpose of technical
writing is to disseminate the record of ;in experience. Indeed, the
purpose- is to inform a specific audience in a manner which is
most usable by that audience. However, in some instances the
purpose is also to effect some action
pose will Also affect the language and style. Although two words
may carry the same definition to an audience, one may irritate
while the other May please. If the purpose is to convince the au-
diende to adopt an idea or. procedure,_ irritation may not be the
most productive. route. Consequently, the purpose of the com-
munication has to be examined closely before the audience -re-
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ceives it ik orcker. to determine if the communication will help
achieve or fruwate the piArpose.

FORMAT
Both the purpoe., and the. alidien*f the communication

should dictate the 'format used While write-.7 his specific in-
forination to convey, the formats available are numerous, includ-
ing -lists of ideas, ernosimeznoranda, research reports, and
forms.. The format would. also include decisioris- about the use of
graphs; illustrations, and charts. For some audiences a short list--
ing of steps may be.sufficient While for others detailed. descrip-
tions including graphs and charts rnaY be necessary, as readers
may lack the knowledge in the field to understand a brief list_of
suggestions. If the purpose, s to Influence the audience,. the for-
mat decision may be based more on what would be most 4P-

r Awe e er may prefer a long degcription of qualifica-tions, an-
preciatther than on level of knJa34...1.7.eclge. While one prospec-

other may want only a short list of experiences pertinent to the
particular position. The vyriter taust,cortsider'the .aixdience. and
purpose in determining the fdrinat of the c-,Arntnanication.

.

GRAPI-rIC AIDS
J.

G_One feature of technical writing that differs from otl-ter forms
of writing is the regular inclusion of graphic aids. The point of
-all technical writing is ten convey information as efficiently and
accurately. as possible. In. many cases a, graphic representaticrri of
information supplements the discussion in the text and saves
or clarifies Ithcords. Althcrugh rtvDst vvtriting textbooks
have sections on drawing charts and graphs, students may also
examine graphic material from many other sources. They must
be careful, hov_ever, to give full credit to these sources as they
would for quoted textual material.

;}

To illustrate the Ilse of raPhic supplernents,.show students
a typical stockholder's T ort from a major company. Usually
these reports contai several graphics, rangihg frofn
still pictures to a va _ 4f

Qtxrcaepl
graphs tangclra charts. As students

discuss the graphics, theY sho,u1-1 also discuss the purpose
of the writer and the trations On the particular
audience.

effect of the illustrations
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OVTRVIEW
Throughout our discussion of teaching technical writing, we

wilLemphAcize_t_vvo-fac-tors-:realistic-situations-and-the-co-mp-o-s------ing process.

REALISTIC SITUATIONS
When students write only to fulfill a specific assignment given

by the teacher; often their primary motivation for corttpletion of
the task is fear of failure. While in some instances quch motiva-
tion may be the only recourse, we belie-ve that if the writing task
is viewed as part ofi; larger, more realistic situation, t purpose
fbr writing will be more realistic and the motivati ore- honest.
For example, when teaching the business lettei-, ome teachers
design a unit in which all students learn a single forma , compose
letters to hypothetical businesses, and submit. them to the teach,..r.,,_
for evaluation. '44. more profitable experience might be to have
students write busincisiletters as paft of a larger project in which
they are seeking information from an absent party. The desire
for t e information has to be real and the need to write the
letter actual. We have found than the audierr:e is someoneother than the teacher and the situation realistic, students tend
to take the task more seriously.

As we discuss teaching various types of technical writing, we
will provide examples of realistic situations and instructional
techniques which have proved successful in the past. The teacher
should note, howevery that these are only examples that may be--
modified -according to her/his own objectives, students, and re-,
sources. Our gereeral goal..is to help the teacher acquire an attitude
toward teaching technical writing, not to provide .'a recipe for
instruction.

'COMPOSING PROCESS
In general, composing may be viewed as a three-step process.

Several educators have labeled these steps "prewriting," "writ-
: ing," and "rewriting." (5,' 2) Donald Murray has called these

steps "prevision," "vision," and "revision" to incorporate the
concept of writing as an act of discovery. (11) In an effort to
delineate the instructional procedure using the composing pro-
cess, Tuttle has described the step; as "stimulus," "reaction to
stimulus," "rough diaft," "sharing/revision,', "final draft," and
-`,isubmission." (15, 17, 18) For the examples in this text we have

a
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adapted tuttle's instructional implementation of the composing
process as follows*: stimulus, reaction to stimulus, rough copy,
Shari real cay,'and s--z-tbmiss This approach h-as-prOven-its

. effectiveness both through controlled experimentation such as
that conducted by Tuttle in 1977 (18) and 1,978 (16) and by
Dumas in 1978 (7), as well as by curricular implementation such
as that developed by Blake and Tuttle in 1977-78 (3, 4). (See
alsojAppendix 4.)

5 V
f.fr

Stimulus. A stimulus is any experience to which students may
'react in writing. This experience may *a response to an adver,-
tisement, a need for a job, a scientific experiment, or a need toc
'send a memo/memorandum. In addition to providing the impe-
tus For writing, the stimulus also -indicates the piobable audience.
It is important, therefore, that students understand the nature of
the stimulus and the implications it holds for the 'Writing.

Reaction to Stimuhes. Because of the importance of understand-
ing the stimulus, we suggest that the teacher spend a considerable
amount of instructional time discussing with students the stim-
ulus and its implications. For too long we have assumed that
learners should be able to write coherently and effectively with-
out any prewriting- instruction or discussion. Students do not
automatically know how to approach a topic; they need guidance;'
This stage serves three es

to
purposes for writers. First, it giv

them an opportunity to verbalize their thoughts. Instead of ask-
ing that students immediately transfer vague ideas to paper, we
suggest that teachers encourage them to ,discuss their ideas, -go
through the intermediate stage of verbalization. Second, this
stage gives writers timeoand opportunity to consider various ap-
proaches to the taski--As they discuss the stimulus, they should
explore the nature of the stimulus itself, the purpose of the
written reaction to the stimulus, the intended audience, the
format, and, perhaps, Other =kinds of information they may need
to complete the task effectively. Third, this stage gives students
time to .refleci on the task befOre actually committing theirs
thOughts' to paper. In school we seldom grant this necessary
period for reflection. Consequently, this stage serves many pvir-
poses simultaneously and should be constdtred one of the more
important steps in the instructional process. The teacher :.:1-tould .

note, however, that while we have referred to a group of students,
in our discussion, the reaction to the sti-aulus may be conducted
in small groups, or indfvidually4IV ending on the nature of the,stimulus and the goal -of the wri g task.
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Rough Copy. After considering ideas and alternatives and gather-
ing necessary information, the writer is ready to draft ideas.
We emphasize "draft" and "rough" because we believe learners
should have the opportunity to experiment, to see what their
idea; look like on paper -before they are required to submit them
for evaluation. Frequently, students move directly from stimulus
to final copy. The rough copy stage, however, allows them time
to discover what information 'they may lack, to organize their
thoughts more coherently, .and to locate more exact words to
communicate their ideas. At this time writers should be more
concerned with expression and organization than with spelling
and punctuation. The mechanics of writing are usually developedduring the editing or "final copy" stage. If stressed too\early,
both expression and organization will be inhibited.

Sharing.. This is another step which is usually omitted in the
classroom. Because of time and - logistics many teachers find it
easier to have students move directly_ from the rough copy to the
final copy. Howevei., this denies learners the to ob-
tain direct feedback on theii;:icleas, organization, and expression
before. evaluation. Few writers submit papers for publication
without some kind of preliminary discussion of the draft. Not
only should students learn how to listen to a peer's reaction to
their efforts, but they should also learn how to give helpful. criti-

--ciSM of .anOther's writing. Soirie- direCt instruction -froirn-, the
teacher may therefore be required.

For example, distribute an iaverage work from an anony-
mous writer (preferably one completely unknown to students,
or 'your-own' example) and ask for the class reaction. As the
class reacts, record the kind of comments made and questions,.
raised. Then discuss_ the process of reacting to the paper with
stydents, considering the questions raised and general cctrn-
ments made, especially about expression and organization..
An informal chart could then be developed with the class for
use in the initial sl-Laring sessions.

The snaring may be conducted in a variety' of ways. Some
teachers, for example, have students read their works to the
entire class. Otheis work with students individually, refining
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papers until satisfied. We suggest that students initially share
their papers. with partners, one reading his ,or her own paper
aloud while the other liStens.,This method is theleast threatening
and encourages., the writer to discover weaknesses through read,-
ing aloud. The':'next time they share, students may read each
other's papers, looking for specific areas of concern, such as
organization. Finally, they may work in small groups, refining
papers until the work communicates exactly what the writer
intends.

Some teachers have had difficulty during the sharing stage
because they have not plannett7rsiffficiently and have expected
students to share automatically without guidance or training.
Even after some preparatory work such as that described, many
students require continued direction and support. Sorn6'may even
need to work directly, with the teacher. The sharing stage allows
this opportunity, as the teacher may work with small groups of
students while the rest of the class is sharing with each other.

In the chart which follows we have indicated an interactive
-relationship between sharing and rough copy. While the expla-
nation of the composing process implies a linear sequence of
events, in practice.students should be encouraged to work back
and forth among the early stages, especially the 'sharing and
rough copy stage. As they discuss their work, with others and
acquire more information, learners should also modify the rough
copy and Share it again until they 'are completely satisfie.i.

Final Copy. Once the writer has modified the copy sufficiently,
she/he writes the final version. During this stage the writer re-
fines the illustrations, corrects all spelling errors; and proofreads
the work for all mechanical errors. At the end of this stage,
the work should.be ready for the intended audience.

Mission. This is the final step in the instructional process and
"is usually taken for granted. We believe it is an important step,
however, and one that should not be considered lightly. Having.
worked through all the previous stages, the writer has, hopefully,
refined and edited the work so that it represents. the best effort
and communicates to the intended audience exactly what the
writer wants. If the work does not fulfill these two criteria, per-
Itps it has not reached the final stage. In this situation, the work
should be refined further and resubmitted.

Once a work has been submitted to the intended audience, the
writer has lost control over it. The words and organization must
stand by themselves because further refinement is impossible.
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For example, once an author's manuscript has been printed and
reaches its intended audience, it cannot be brought back to refine
the ideas, alter the organization, or correct the mechanics. In
school we seldom acknowledge this fact of writing. Rather,
teachers read compositions, correct them, and sometimes ask
students to -rewrite. Outside school, students will not have that
opportunity. If possible, the writing situation should be realistic.
The intended audience will not be the teacher; conequently, the
work will have to stand on its own merit without any verbal
explanation of what the writer "meant to say" or any excuses
for omissions.

Stimulus

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPOSING PROCESS

' Reaction
to

Stimulus
Rough
Copy '110. Sharing 11.. Final

Copy Submission
.

- . - -

Tn this text we have divided technical writing into three gen-
eral areas: business writing, report writing, and scientific writing.
The three distinctions show two concerns : logical progression
from personal writing to impersonal observation and ease of im-
plementation in the curriculum by different classroom teachers.
Under the heading business writing, we have included the kinds
of .writing a student would use when applying for a job, com-
municating with the business world, or sharing opinions with the
community. In most of these instances the student is using the
self as The primary source of information and is concerned with
presenting a reliable picture of his/her abilities or opinions.

Under report writing, the source of information moves from
the self to some process or topic which the student needs to corn -
municate to an audience. The reports in this section include giv-
ing directions, writing memos, writing a process report for the
general public, proposals, and research reports. Although opin-
ions- are expressed about the topic, the topic itself is usually some-
thing eXternal; the focus is on the topic rather than the writer.
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In scientific writing the emphasis is twofold: on objective- re-
porting to a,specialized audience concerning something the writer
has observed, and on clear explanation of scientific subjects to a
general audience. Although some opinion is given, the focus is
on careful, factual description of a specific process and results.
The opinions of the writer are based on observations during the
process and are supported by facts recorded during the observa-
tions. In scientific writing the specialized audience sometimes
possesses more knowledge of the subject_ than the writer does,
so the vocabulary is soYnetimes highly specializedland exact-.-__.

Irr-arldit-i-o-nto the logE progression from perSonal to im-
personal writing, we have found that these areas -lend themselves
to instruction in the high school -curriculum. First, teachers at
different levels and in different content areas may interestedinterested
in some types of technical .writing and not in others. The cate-
gories we have 321ineated allow teachers to select the types of
technical writing most approprigtt for specific classes and grade
levels. Second, from our experience with teaching written com-
position we have found that productive writing activities may be
organized. into these categories easily, providing realistic writing
experiences within larger contexts rather than isolated exercises.

Within each general category of technical writing, we have
provided an explanation of the category with specific examplds
to illustrate our working definitions, a listing of particular skills .

which are required for writing in that area, and. sample instruc-
tional activities. Although many view the teaching of technical
writing as primarily a community or technical_ college course,
'we have found that teachers at all levels work with technical
writing, albeit under mony other titles.- Consequently, we have
provided a 'variety of instructional activities at several different
levels, some of which may be more appropriate- for some grade
levels than others. All the activities should be modified for
specific classes.

Throughout the introduction of this text we have stressed
realistic situations and the composing process. In the discussion,.
however, we have illustrated our comments With short, some-
times artificial, exercises for students. These exercises should be
used to illustrate concepts in business writ;ng, report writing,
and scientific writing. They should not be used as the .basis of's
evaluation or as the only implementation of ideas. Along with
the instructional exercises, we suggest that, teachers use .experi-
ences similar to the "Student. Activity" provideds'at the end of
each chapter. In these activities we have suggested ways for
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students to practice the concepts discussed in the chapter in re-
alistic situations, using the composing process as a framework.

We have directed all our thoughts in this text toward the
teacher. We consider the student indirectly through the teacher's
imple'rnentation of the ideas. In addition, we have limited most of
our discussion and activities to teaching technical and scientific
writing, neglecting other kinds of writing such as narrative. For
teachers interested in instruction of general composition, wehave listed b ne texts and sources implementing the composing
process in other areas of writing. (See Appendix 4.)

r.



CH TER .2
BUS NESS WRITING

Throughout much of our school career's we focus on writing
for the teacher, analyzing literary works, recalling historical
events-, expressing our feelings about school lunches, and so on.
Few students have the opportunity to learn how to communicate
with the business community and the world at large. Conse-
quently, most people outside education view schools as ;isolated
from the world, as ivy towers with little practical -input for the
future adult in society. Most teachqrs have fought this criticism;
claiming they are educating, the, studeht to learn how to adapt
in a changing society and to discriminate between the "good"
and the "bad." We are not suggesting 'that teachers abandon 'the
search for values and education,.of;Process.-as well as product.
Rather, we are attempting to 'Bring process. into a meaningful,
realistic context.

In this chapter, we begin with resume. writing. Although. writ-
ing a resume seems trite and simple. to many teachers, pro-
vides the student with an opportunity to eXarniine personal
experiences closely from different points .of view and in :specific
contexts. As part of resume writing; we explore filling, out ap-
plication .forms and writing letters of application. These. three
tasks are closely related to searching 'for a"job, applying for ex-
tended .educational-oppOrttinities, or simply telling someone- else

-------about-orie-'s-experiences and abilities.
'Then, we proceed to various kinds of business correspondence;

including letter's in search, of information, letters of complaint,
and letters of opinion. All types are important in our, society if
we are to interact with the world successfully. To have control
over our lives,''we often have to communicate our feelin& and
needs to others. Usually those with whom we communicate. are
unknown to.us. Therefore, many times we have.. to write to gain

1 CJ
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respect for our opinions and a response to our needs from a
particular audience. The business letter is a vehicle for this kind
of personl communication within society.

RESUME WRITING
The resume provides a good introduction to technical writing

because it calls for relatively simple writing skills, centers atten-
tion on important facets of technical writing, -and, especially,
concentrates on the irxdividuaLas_the_source and topic of the___
writing experience. Since the resume is short and often in outline
form, the writer can focus on organization, language, and me-a
chanical skills, such as spelling-and capitalization, without-much
concern for sentence structure and paragraphing. Although brief,
the resume encompasses the basic elements of technical writing:
accurate recording of experiences, concern for audience, deline-
ation of purpose, and selection of format: Most importantly, the
focus of the _resume is on the individual writer; there is --little
need for extensive- research or outside reading. Every writer has
ready access to information, regardless of ability. (See Appendix
1 for sample resumes.)

The writing Of a resume serves two important goals beyond
preparing for the job search. First, by having students list their
accomplishments and write them neatly in a resume format, we
are able to dernOnstrate many positive aspects of their lives which
they had previously taken for granted. The process and the prod-
uct help give the individual student a sense of worth.. Second,
this listing also helps students,develop a positive attitude toward
future experiences. As they consider the various kinds of posi-
tions in'which they might be interested and list experiences they
have had which are relevant, to these positions, students may also
envision additional activities or experiences which would be
impressive to a prospective employer. In short, resume writing
maybe 'viewed as a process of self-realization and self- evaluation
with a eirect, meaningful- product.

TECHNIQUE
Since the content is readily accessible and the style uncompli-

cated, resume writing allows both teacher and student to con-
centrate on the process involved in this type of technical writing.
This introductory experience may bey followed by other technical
writing situations requiring more effort for content and style.

0
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'Recording the Experience. As with all writing, the writer must
begin with some experiences or perception to share with an au-
dience. In resume writing the experiences may be broken into
three areas: personal information, educational background, and
work-related experiences. The first type 'of information includes
such items as name, address, telephone _number, and marital
status. The second area covers all educational experiences the
student has had, including extra academic work outside school.
The latter might encompass classes taken during the. summer or
work at a local museum or music conservatory.

The-nrovi-ce-writer-often overlooks the third area, work-related
information. This area; however, may determine the success of
the resume in securing an interview for the position, especially-

, if the educational experienee is limited or traditional. Work-
, related information includes those experiences of the writer which

might have relevance for the specific position under considera-
tion. This a nebulous area, since we are often unaware of the
importance of our activities.

Have students keep a roose-leaf notebook journal in which
they record all their experiencs under the three categories
described. Students may use these idurnals sources of
ideas throughout the unit.

In addition to helping students become aware of the signifi-
ca.nce of these activities, teachers should also help students select'
the appropriate words to heighten the importance of each activ-
ity. For exarnple,if a high school student worked with a younger
friend in an academic area, the experienCe could be described as
"worked with," "tutored," or "taught," any of which might be
the most appropriate, depending on the audience.

Using activities listed in the journals, have students list
alternative verbs to heighten the significance of the activity:
.As a. help to students, circle some of the verbs which could
be rephrased and have students list, two or three alternatives
to each circled ,word.
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Audience. The audience of the resume is usually unknown
tintil the writer has a specific position in mind. At that time the
resume; is often modified for thr- particular job opportunity.Although the teacher may discuss resume writing in general with
respect to several different audiences, the student's final project
or resume should have a particular audience. This audience pro-vides, the basis for deciding which experiences sho-uld be includedand which could be omitted.

0
!ft a full group discussion have students cite prospective

audiences for resumes. They may give examples such as
summer camp directors, parents of children requiring tutor-ing, service station managers, higher 'education admissions
officers, etc. List the examples on the board and discuss the
kinds of experience most significant for those audiences:

Have students Work in pairs selecting a particular audienceand listing appropriate experiences for that audience. After
listing, have students rank the experiences by importance to
the prospective position. If' different pairs selected similaraudiences, have them compaz:e the experiences and their'rankings.,

Purpose:. Closely related to the audience is the purpose forwhich the resume is written. The object of the resume,,is to givethe reader a positive sense of the writer's competence and re-'
liability in regard to a specific position. Consequently, the writershould gtre'ss strong experiences which demonstrate these at-tributes, including all relevant activities and eliminating thosethat are distracting.

Provide students with a list of several experiences which
they might have had. The, list could .be a compilation of
activities cited in their journals..The activities should reflect
a wide" range of interests, with appeal for different audiences.Then provide two 'different job descriptions froth the news-paper (e.g., service in a fast-food restaurant and. summertutoring) or a job description- you have written. (See Appen-
dix 1.) Discuss the skills pertinent to each. type of- job with
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the whole group. Have students select five experiences which
would be appropriate for each job. Have them discuss their
selections in small groups and arrive at a single list of five
for each job.

Format. The 'resume provides a good introthiction to technical
writing because its format is simple. -yet extremely important
since the reader will-forma-7-first- impression of th'e writer on the
basis of the appearance of the resume as well as its contents. The
reader will be looking for specific information and- will probably
be reluctant to spend much time searching. CEinseCluently, the
writer should atternpt to view the product from the` -reader's.
point of view. What kinds of information should appear 'first?
How important are The "mecha'nics" of -the resume? How im-
portant is the visual impact, including margins, spacing, and
indentations? Should the resume -be typed? What kind of paper
should be used? What .is . the best- order of presentation of
experiences? While-, different writers use-- various formats, all
attempt to take these question-i into consideration.

'1-

-*:-

As students read each other's resumes, have ihem roar-play,
readiftg as though they were prospective employers. Have
them list the experiences which they consider most important
as prospective employers. Thin have them _list the experience s
in the resume. During the sharing they should also discu;.;
the visual impact of the resume.

From the initial gathering and recording of experiences,
through the_selecticul_and arrangement of detail, to the final pro-
duction of copy, the purpose of the resume is to give a .positive
impression of the writer to a prospective employer. Editing er-
rors, such as misspelled words, typographical :errors, inconsistent
sparing, and usage mistakes, convey the message that the waiter
is careless and may not be competent for any pofition. In this way
all the care and effort taken throughout the process may be. over-
shadowed by a few relatively minor errors which could have
been remedied by careful proofreading. This task is a skill which
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many_ teachers take for granted and do not bother to teach, al-
though it is much in demand. As with -any .other writing skill,
however, students need practice and' training before they canproofread effecpvely.

Distribute a hyppthetical resume with several small editingerrors. Ask students to read it silently, underlining each
error they notice. Then, ask them to read the resume aloud
(softly) and mark additional errors. Discuss the errors and the
two procedures for locating them with the whole group.

7013 APPLICATION .FORMS
Closely related to resume writing is filling out job application

forms. While writing a resume demands more complex skills of
organization and arrangement of information on the page, the
highly___ directed called for on.. job -application forms
meritseparate discusiort. Students have already evaluated their
experiences, developed a suitable vocabulary to describe them,
and discovered the audience for reporting them as they have
perfected ;''.e resume. Filling out a job application allows them
to cc..-ricent-nite on accuracy, neatness, and demonstration of their
ability to read and follow directions exactly. The same skills will
be demanded later' at a n-tore advanced level in report writing
and scientific writing; it is therefore useful to establish these
-values early in a simple form. Since the appearance of the corn-:'
pleted form T anks high, students need to have two copies of.'
applications. one to serve-' as a rough draft and one'_to be sub-
mitted. (This is also a good place to emphasize the importance of.
keeping 'copies of all materials mailed to others.)

Finally, many job applications request references. This require-
ment sometimes poses problems for students; as they hai.re sel-
d'om considered the implications of the request. Not only should
they realize who knows them well enough to act as a reference,
but they should also consider the potential reference in regard to
the specific pbsition and the impression tht reference will have onthe potential employer.
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T

, Duplicate ,a sample job aPPlication form using a fictit.ous
employer. Using an overhead transparency discuss the speci-
l stressingelements of the form, sing directions such as "Pr;kit
only,' "Last- name first," and "Do r1.01 Write in this space."
Have each student fill out a copy of the sample form using
information from the jciurual alba resume as necessary. Finally,
have students work ix pairs discul:r-ing problems with .fol-
lowing or interpreting the directions Provide help where
Accessary.

BUSINESS LETTERS
Of all the writing a student Will do, (he business letter is prob-

ably the most frequently used and the most important written
communication. As a citizen, a taxpayer, an employee, a corre-
.sponclen.,t, the student-will.have to Make needs and ideas known
to someone who is absent. gecause of the importance of, the com.-
munic.ation end the potential for future- reference, - - -a 'telephone
call will not suffice; the rnediunl will have to be a letter.

Often the letter vvill_prcpvide more than its contents; it will'also
introduce the writer to the - reader. From this correspondence the
reader will form an impression of the writer as an individual as
well as. a judgment of the ideas containeo in the letter. In short,
the importance of the business letter transcends mere transmis-
sion of knowledge. It incorporates awareness of the personality

.. of the writer as well. Consequently, the w, riter has to 42,-Ike care
with the entire processcontent, style, and visual impression of
the letter. While we often teach the forth of the letter, we fre-
quently, neglect the importance of the manner in which the con-
tent is presented, including vocabulary, sentence structure, and
design. Perhaps more instructional effort should be placed on the
presentation and content than on forrirl. _as these elethents are the
life of the letter and a refection of the writer.

TECHNIQUE
The characteristics of a business letter are those of any other

piece of expository prose: clarity, brevity, and coherence. The
writer records a need or ideas for a .sPecific audience and ex-
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presses his/her\ purpose explicitly in the letter. Like an essay,
the first paragrAph of the letter states the thesis. The second and

-.subsequent paragraphs give supporting details of ideas presented
-In the, first paragraph. The final paragraph provides a conclusion
or solution. Unlike spme forms of-exposition, however, the letter
is ugually designed to yield a sN interpretation of -1-ne;o1n.g
with assingle reading. Hence the wri hould use the c:
least ambiguous language appropriate to the topic and

Recording Expericrice...PerhaRs the hardest part of letter
writing for students is discovering the need for such -an activity.
Few havesthAd occasion to write a business letter, and they are justbeginning t enter an adult community that. transacts much of
its 'business by letter. For many students, a (wick word to the
principal between classes, or atelephone call, has been sufficient
to 'redress grievanceS or state opinions. Many opportunities for
correspondence have been overlooked, however, simply because
of student failure to realize they,existed or failure to take advan-
tage, of them at the appropriate time.

b

Have students cite situations for writing letters, such -as
searching for a job, 'tating a complaint, seeking information.
Under each situation ask students to list occasions when theye
could have written a letter.

Opportunities for writing letters arise more frequently than
most of us would admit. This holds for studerits as well as
adults. However, many teachers fail to seize upon such oppor-
tunities and instead create artificial situations for- learners. Rather
than requiring an entire class to write the same kind of letter
simultaneously, 'perhaps it would be more realistic and educa-
tionally profitable to help students recognize opportunities and
write letters for specific puirposes. For example, in one class some
of the book club orders were confused. The teacher asked stu-

, dents who did not receive their books and those who received
incorrect selections to write the book club requesting correction
of the error. Only those immediately affected wrote letters. ,This
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6

procedure was more meaningful than having the entire class
write or, as is often the situation., having the teacher write.

Introductory remarks in a letter are very important.. They
servo two functions simultaneously: to ,7atch the reader's interest
and to state the purpose' of the 'letter. Too often we use trite
phrases-such as "In receipt of yours . . ." which .not oltly fail to
'catch the-reader's interest but also fail to communicates the pur-1
pose of the letter. Such phrases appear too often becauSe letter
writers are wary of stating their own thoughts_.4nd feet_more

ing on those of others: One of our major goals
in teaching letter writing should be to help students frame their
ideas in their own words and style, capturing the reader's inter-
est quickly and stating the purpose succinctly. If-the purpose is
clearly stated, the reader's interest should be aroused.

Have students write the opening sentences of a letter, con-
centrating on stating the purpose accurately and briefly. Have
them read their openings to each other in small groups or
pairs. After each writer has read the opening, the listeners
should restate the purpose of the letter. If there is a discrep-
ancy between the-writer's purpoSe and what was communi-
cated, the group should discuss ways to improve the opening.

1^1

Audience. Although the name or title of the audience of a
business letter is u.-ually known, often the reader is not known
to the writer personally.. Therefore, the writer has to Facture the
audience on the, basis of position and the purpose of the letter.
Even with so vague a definition of the audien.--, the wfiter
should attempt to view the message:as the reacier would. The
more specifically the student can identify the audience, the more
likely the lc-ttPr will . receive careful. attention. "Dear Ms.
Maloney" is more personal and will probably be read more
carefully than "To Whorri It May Concern.". Finally, the writer
should always attempt to vis-tAiize the audience as a person with
feelings and should use words and phrases which appeal to
these feelings in a positive way. In short, the letter'-'should be
.courteous and respectful of the individual .audience," yet direct
and forceful in making its point.

!-"
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.Pi-epare two letters about the same topic.,,One letter should
be -well written, using direct language and a :clearly stated
purpose. The other should use cliche phrases such as -"To
Whom -It May Concern" and "In reference -to the -afore-.
mentioned2article ." Have the class read each letter from the.
point -of view .of the,- intended audience and discuss whiaa'tbk.
they feel is the better letter and why, During the discussion
highlight words and phrases' which have a positive or nega-
tive impact on readers.

dr.

Purpose. The jusiness letter is seldom written for the writer to
discover more about himself or herself or merely to express feel- -
ings in. a creative manner.. Rather, the business letter' seeks a
specific reaction from the audience. The successful letter will
bring an interview, a replacement part, an explanation, a con-
tract, some kind of actives response from the recipient. The
identification of the,, audience response is actually part, of the
recording of the experience; since all the ideas presented in the
letter- should-be aimed at eliciting that reaction. Furthermore, the
purpose of the letter dictates the aUdierice as well as the experi-

.

ences 'ci ted.

LM

Give students a hypothetical situation. For example, "The
road in front of your house has several large potholes. and it
is difficult to drive on it. You have already damaged your tires
as a result of these potholes." Then discuss several purposes
for writing a letter about the problem (e.g., to have the pot-
holes repaired, 'to bring legal action against the city for
reimbursement for - new tires). Divide the class in half and
have eachigrouli design a letter for a different purpose. Before
actually writing the letters, each group should list appro-

. priate experiences and a specific audience for each purpose.
yr

Format. Standard forms of business letters arev-available in
most high school textbooks, Sainpl are included-an Appendix 1.
A few comments_ are order, Most adopt
a company style' and--fOrmat that is unifor throughout the coat-

-
,

r
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pany. Students need to learn that no single style is absolutely
"right,'.' but, once they adopt a style, they must be consistent
throughout the letter. If students use block style for the inside
address, they should use the same style for the return address
and addresses qn the envelope. Because the audience judges the
writer's case on the letter alone, the writer must demonstrate the
importance of the communication by attention to details of cor-
rectness and appearance. If the writer sends a well-written letter
on a sheet torn from a spiral binder, the reader is likely to see
the case ap hastily conceived and- immature. Students should
write all letters on Unlined paper, typed if possible. If typing is
not -possible, then theetter should be written in ink. The final
copy should' be made .from a finished -draft on which all correc-
tions have been made. Students must also make copies for thern-
selveP; preferably a carbon or photoduplicated copy of- the

The style of the letter is at least as important as its design.
First, contrary to popular belief, the letter should- not always
follow a formal, third-person format. Elaborate circumlocutions
to avoid "I" distract the reader and often cloud the purpose of
the letter, causing an unwanted reaction. Students should be
encouraged to write naturally, using the first person when refer-
ring to themselves. Second, the style should be direct, without
clever rhetorical-question's or self-indulgences with the language.
While such digressions may amuse the writer and friends, they
often serve only to anger the audience, again making the ap-
propriate response difficult. Finally, the writer -should focus the
letter on the "pecific issue. Elaborate narrations of the history
of a problem or the consequences of inappropriate action that
are not germane -tothe .issue or are outside the scope of the
reader's capacity are unnecessary. The writer should, however,
provide enough background on the issue to .fully inform the
reader of the situation so that he/she may take appropriate ac-
tion. Although the purpose of the business letter is 'to -achieve
a' practical objective, the style should .also serve to establish a
rapport between writer and reader since the letter provides the
major source of communication and interaction between them.

TYPES OF BUSINESS LETTERS
There are several types of business letters, ending on the

purpose of the communication. We have cluded four types
which-the high school student may be calle upon to use: inquiry,
application, complaint, and opinion.
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Inquiry. The prima purpose of the letter of inquiry is toobtain specific inform ticin. The stater--,ent of purpose appearsin the,first paragraph, indicating'exactbi what the writer desiresfrom the audience. If it is necessary to explain why the writer isaddressing the particular audience or to refer to previous corre-spondence, the letter should begin with that explanation,or refer-ence._ The middle paragraph asks the specific question of thewriter. If the letter contains more than two questions, theyshould' be arranged in a numerical list for ease in reading andreplying. The final paragraph briefly establishes the goodwill' ofthe writer. The tone of the letter of inquiry is courteous butefficient since the transaction is specific and highly directed..(See Appendix 1.)

Have the 'class compose a letter of inquiry while you writeit on an overhead transparency. Then, have another class readthe. letter and discuss what the writer is requesting and theoverall tone. of the letter. During the discussion of tone,students should indicate how they feel about- the letter and thewriter. Discuss the response with the first class, and reviewthe letter for possible areas of improvement and clarification.

Application. Through the letter of application the writer ispresenting himself or herself as a' possible candidate for a job.This letter will be the prospective employer's first impression ofthe candidaje; it is therefore important that it depict the writer..as a valuable asset to the employer through both its content and-its style and format. The -first paragraph states, the source of in-formation about the job and expresses the writer's interest. TheWriter should be as specific as possible about the Source of infor-mation, referring to specific individuals if Appropriate. Interest inthe-job should also be stated specifically with an indication thatthe writer knows for which-job he/she is applying. r'

The crucial paragraph is the-second one.,,Here the writer ex:-Ps presses his/her unique qualifications for the specific job. Whilethe accompanying resume- lists the qualifications, in the letterthe writer should select and elaborate on those items that Haightmake him/her rise above the competition.
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. The last paragraph should be-positive but brief, indicating
how the reader may contact the writer and when the writer
might be available for interview. If the job warrants a more ag-.
gressive approach, the writer might offer to call the prospective
employer at a later time. Some writers include a self-addressed,
stamped postal card (not a picture postal card) on which., the
reader can indicate a time and date for interview. This provides
the prospective employer with ease of response and demonstrates
the- writer's initiative. (See Appendix 1.)

.. 0

Compiairzt..The purpose of any businesq letter is to produce
a reaction. It is especially important to recall this purpose in the
letter of complaint. Too often such letters degenerate into in-
flammatory vocabulary, carelessly defined problems, and illogical
development, with the-result that the reader either will not take
any action or is unable to determine the kind of action desired.
A courteous, firm tone developed from a clear perception of what
the writer wants the audience to do, usually produces the most
effective results.

The first_paragraph shOuld state the problem okjectively. The
middle paragraph offers details and supporting evidence. The
final paragraph establishes the writer's expeCtation that the read-
er will remedy .the situation. If the writer really wants the .prob-
lem to be alleviated/ the reader needs some latitude for response.
The obligation' of the writer, then, is to state the problem accu.-
rately and to explain what realistic response the writer considers
adequate. (See Appendix 1.)

Conduct a class discussion of actions or devices that have
bothered students in the last week. Make a liSt of all ideas.
They might include people who were rude, tools that failed to
operate, etc. For major complaints :discuss the nature of the
complaint and the specific audience of a letter. Next; have
the class write a letter of complaint to the specific audience.
Then ,,have students write individual letters of complaint to
specific audiences responsible for the source of their own
problem. Be sure to share replies to studerit letters to eStab-
lish their effectiveness.
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Opinion. The letter of opinion .i.s. related to the letter -of
complaint in tone and objectivity. The main difference is that
the letter o1 opinion does_ not require a specific response. It is
a statement of position and, unlike other business letters, may
address a broad, mixed audience. A difficult concept for students
to master is that an opinion may be'strongly held and objectively
stated and still may not convince everyone of the validity of
the ideas. 'However, more people 1;vill be persuaded .b."),-..reason-
able, logical-argument with. adequate support than by derogatory
comments about opponents of the opinion. The style of the
opinion letter is similar to that of the argumentatiVe essay with
an introduction, logital development of supporting details, and
conclusion. .

Have students bring in letters to the editor from the local
newspaper. As they read them silently, have 'them record
their feelings alpout both the writer and the content. Then
have.them- mark specific -words and phrases which brought
about some of their feelings. As a group, discuss the feelings
and the words and phrases.

J

-r r)
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! STUDENT ACTIVITY
BUSINESS WRITING

Project: Resume and Letter of Application
The teacher should provide realistic situations in which

students employ the concepts discussed in this chapter. This
means more than just providing an audience outside the school;
students .have to see a need for the communication beyond the
academic requirement. Consequently, culminating activities will
be more complex than merely Writing a letter or resume; they

. may be conducted.. periodically after completion of instruction
whenever real'- situations arise. The first step, however, would
be to explore realistic contexts for writing 13y discussing std.-
dents' lives, beyond school walls. When 'have they wanted . to
complain about a missing part .or-broken component? Will they
be' searching for jobs in the near future? Different students will
recognize opportunities at different times and should be allowed
to 'demonstrate their competencies at these times. We have
provided a sample,procedure for working with business writing
when situations arise.

O

. 'Obviously, the most opportune time for writing resumes;
job applications, and letters of application occurs when the
student is looking for a job. Many need summer jobs for a
4ariety of . reasons. AlthOugh some have semi-permanent
positions, others begin to search anew.' every year, while
still others may be going to a different location where they
might Want- to find- a job.

Have these students discuss . possible summer- jobs in the
.geographical areas in which they will be living in the summer:
List these positions and add more, if possible. Discuss the
skills necessary for several of these jobs. .Have individual
students select jobs for which they feel qualified. For each job
selected have the student list experiences which highlight his/
her qualificationS. Classify. experiences under appropriate
.headings. .
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Have students work in pairs to share their resumes. The
reader should take the role of the 'prospective employer and
ask the writer questions' about the resume from that point of
view. Students should realize that they are helping each other
write the best resume possible for a specific job opportunity.

Students should then incorporate appropriate suggestions
and write the final copy of-ihe resume following a particular
format, typing the copy, and editing carefully. The teacher
should then read the resume as anothei sample audience.-

Affei finishing the resumes, students -shotild write letters
of application for, the particular jobs they haveselected. Before
writing the rough copy, the group should discuss points to be
included- in each paragraph, the intended audience, the pur-
pose, and possible formats.

After writing the rough copy of the letters, students should
share them with each other. Readers should take the role of
prospective employers, considering the content, style, and
.forrriat. After discussing the rough copy, the writer should
prepare the final version, incorporating appropriate' sugges-
tions, and should share it again with the teacher..

Once the resumes and letters of .apPlication are ready,
Students should send them to _the prospective employers who
are the real audience and the final submission of these
communications.11

t.

r:.
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CHAPTER 3
REPORT WRITING.

I.

Most of us write reports throughout our lives... A's teachers
we write memos,. reports of .activities, letters indicating student
performance, formal proposals to -school- boards and govern-
mental agencies and, of course,_ report cards. Students wfite
reports fOr their teachers, and; if they have jobs, probably. some

-- reports for their employers. We have distinguished, between
report writing and business writing by the level of objectivity.
In writing resumes and letters of inquiry, complaint, or appli-
cation, both the source. of information and the COntent, are
personal. In report Writing the source of _information and the..
content are usually -outside the writer. The report may contain
personal opinion, .but°this opinion is -based on the facts of the ..
experi6nce about which the writer is reportjng. In the type of
business writing ;we have discussed, on the other hand, the
information is often -subjective, based on logic and personal
experience. Perhaps the most relevant distinction is that reports
concentrate on presenting facts and interpretations of facts while
buiri'Oss.letters.and resumes present the writer's ideas.

,

Herman M. 'Weisman has provided a good working definition
.. of a' report as: "organized, factual, and objective information

brought by a personwho has experienced or accurriulated it to a
person or persons who..".rteed#, want it, or are entitled to it."
(19:98) In this definition Wei4ti-tan has captured all ,thg essen-.tial elements of, the report, and by examining these elements we
can help students write effective, productive reports.

TECHNIQUE OF THE REPORT
_ Weisman's definition of a report has particular bearing on two

of the - four elements of technical writing (recording the experiT
and audience) and indirect implications for the other two

(purpose and format). .

Q 4
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RECORDING THE EXPERIENCE
As indicated in: the definition, the report focuses primarily onfacts. These facts may be the result of searching litelleture for

information, personal observation, or experimentation. Any opin-.
ions given by the writer should be- in direct relation to the facts
of the situation. Consequently, the major thrust of recording the
experience should be accumulate an accurate record of thefacts.

When we ask students to search literature for facts to supportideas, we often fail to give them practical assistance in this effort. .Usually We suggest var.ious approaches to taking notes and list
sorne sources -for them, but often we then assume students will
be able to cull, the relevant facts from the vast quantity-of state-
ments they will encounter. Both kinds of assistance-are necessary'if the learner is to find the appropriate facts and record therri
accurately for later use.

One approach to recording information for a report is to use5 x 8 or "4 x 6 index cards. Although many students consider
using such cards a waste of time, those 'engaged in research on. aregUlar basis find cards the most efficient way of recording
data; filing it, and lecalling tt later. Cards allow the researcher -to
restructure the notes easily for the actual writing once facts have
been gathered. In addition, they also save a-great deal of "papershuffling" in search, of a particular note. These index cards,
however, -are effective only when the researcher has jotted down
all the relevant information and only the relevant information.
For example, a note card should contain the author, article, and
page number, 1-1-e pilrticular note, and a general categor}`, intowhich the particular note rnigl-tt fit. (See Appendix 2.). In addition
to note cards, the researcher should also have bibliographical
cards for each source. We have found it useful to use 3 x 5 cards
for the bibliographical cards to prevent them from becbming con-fused with .note cards. Each bibliographical card should follow
the particular format requested by the teacher--and possibly' con.-
tain.some additional notations to the writer for future reference.
(See Appendix 2.)

When citing. sources for students: the teacher should, try toinclude many sources beyond encycloPediSs and the Readers'
Guide'to Periodical Literature. In addition, the learner should be
encouraged to loOk through two or more books covering the
same or similar. matetial, paying particular attention. to their
bibliographies. The studerit should also consult specialized
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reference books such as bibliographies and yearbooks published
by professional-. organizations. Before recommending sources,
however, the teacher should confer with the librarian for avail-
ability, of sources as well as for other recommendations. In
addition to books, we also suggest that the teacher' explore the
availability of other kinds of resources such as microfilm, micro-
fiche, filmstrips, audio tapes, and movies. Students should learn
to tap as many relevant-sources as possible for a report.

Once they have located sources and have begun to read them,
learners need to know how' to actually record the information
on index card. Many are wary of recording exactly what the
author has - said, haying been taught throughout school that
using someone else's ideas is wrong. However, the result of this
training is that students then use the ideas in paraphrased form
without acknowledging the original author. Consequently, we
suggest that students record quotations when they fit the idea
best and.' summary statements, when only the general idea of the
source is relevant. In both cases students should indicate page
number or numbers on the card and acknowledge the author in
the final report. When writing- the final report, students should
use a direct quotation to support major ideas and should use
original statements fqr the bulk of the report.

All this detail is. iinportant to the. logistics of gathering
information from literature, but it is secondary to actual inter-
pretation of the information. Few secondary school teachers
give learners practice:with this.activity during the report writing
unit. Although most students have been taught .critical reading
skills at other tithes, many fail to make the transition between
those learning experiences and the present one of -recording
information. To many, merely recording information from an
article seems easy. They do not realize that different readers
may read-the same article and derive different interpretations and.
different supporting notes.

After the students: have decided upon 'topics for reports-
but prior to actually beginning the search of the literature,
give the c.ass a short article t, pical of the kind they may
encounter in their search. Using x 5 cards, students should
record all the bibliographical infor ation. Then using 5 x 8
cards they should record all relevant notes. On one l5 x 8 card,
each student should write a few sentences summarizing the
author's, opinion on the" topic..°

-,\
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Then, have students 'work in pairs, comparing their sum-
mary statements, the notes they selected as most important,
and the bibliographical information. They should list ;its-
crepancies between their material-on a separate paper.
. Fina.11y, as a full class discuss some of the discrepancies.
Even. few differences appear, dikuss the possibility of
differing- interpretations and the need to be sure to quote the
author in context with -the author's general thesis.

A 'second source of information for a report is direct obser-
vation. As with the search of the literature, students must learn
to record" their information accurately and objectively. We are
all biased in our perceptions because of our backgrounds, inter-
ests, and, Opinions. Before recording information, we should
recognize these biases and how our 'own perceptions may be
influenced by them. Again, supporting facts should be put into
context with the overall , event or events. Students should not
take isolated- facts 'to support a preconceived conclusion, but
rather they 'should' form a- conclusion based' on facts and use
relevant facts to support 'the report.

_

Show a short film depicting an event (such as Battle on
Michigan Avenue, an account of the Democratic Convention
in Chicago in 1968 and the concurrent demonstrations). Have
students use 5 x 8 cards to record facts and subordinate
.events -.1i"------n the film. When the film is over, have each student-.write-:d. summary of the general event in a few sentences.
Next;:have each student .list four or five of the most relevant
notes :taken about the film.

Then, have students work -ircpairs, comparing summary
statements and notes. They shOuld list discrepancies and
differences' of opinion. While in pairs, they should try to
discover why they listed different "facts," if they did.

As a. full class discuss differences of. opinion about the
entire event and then about the supporting "facts.", As part
of this exercise, discitss potential influences on perception,
such as biases and preconceptions ;about what "ought to be."
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d

An irnportant skill in observation of events is the ability to
notice details. Usually, we view the world generally, taking in
much infoymation and forming _impressions about life around us
by those general impressions. When reporting an event, the
observer should ,cite as much "objective" detail' as possible to
support conclusions.

9

As an .out-of-scho.ol-assignment have students carefully
.bbservZ another person performing an interaction with some-
One else. For example, they may. Observe someone trying to
return an item to a store, or a salesperson trying to'convince

-a customer to buy -a product. During_ this- observation, the
student should note as many details about the person as
possible, such as. facial expression, hair color, height, clothes,
vocabulary.

The next day in class have students work in pairs describ-
ing their individual and general conclusions about personal-
ity, social class, and physical structure, based on their obser-
N,rtions. The partner should jot. down instances where the
observer has made ejudgtnents without supporting details or
has let preconceptions influence conclusions.

G

A third source of information for' reports is experimentation.
Although this is major area in report .writing, we have incor-
porated it in The chapter on scientific writing since it involves
the use of- scientific method in gathering the information as well
as in its analysis and reporting.

AUDIENCE
As Weisman stated, the audience for reports includes -those'

"who need it, want it, or are entitled to it." (19:98) Since it is one-
of the major factors in determining the -type of report to be writ-
ten, audience will be conidered in greater detail later. (See
Chapter 4.) In general,'hoWeve-r, the teacher should help students
analyze"t4eir potential audience. First, we have those who need
the information in the report to pursue. their own activities. This
is the most practical audience, as they will evaluate the informa-
tion for implementation. Consequently,- details and conclusions
must be especigly accurate and clear because success or failure of
the implementation may depend .on the report.

rn
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'The second audience encompasses those who want to read thereport. This nebulous audience may be considering implemen-tation of information.br may be merely curious about the ideas..In the.latter case the writer must take into account the level ofsophistication of ..the audience relative 'to the particular topic ofThe report. If the audience is very knowledgeable-in the area,"thewriter may use specialized vocabulary and
in

rriake some'assumptions about comrhon understandings in the field. If, onthe other hand, the audience is. unsophisticated in the field, thewriter shbuld avoid technical voc'abulary without definitionsand should not omit steps in a process or argument, assumingthe audience will be .able to fill in the gaps. If the audience ismixed, the writer should aim tow_iard: the less sophisticated.The third audience includes those who are entitled to it,usually superiors or those who hal!/e contracted for the report.Again, the level of sophistication of the reader should be deter-mined before submission. For a superior in a field, usually weassume -a high level of sophistication and we can write accord-,ingly. If the writer has been contracted for the wcer'k, however,readers are often unsophisticated in,the particular area and there-fore require more detail, explanation, and general vocabulary.-

Give students a list of facts to be included in ,a report.Facts may include items such as the following:
A peaceful demonstration for rent control

:500 people participated; 32 police officers were
on patrol in t.:-te area. Another group of 50 peopletried to stop the demonstration. A fight brokeout; 25 people went to the hospital; Z policeofficers were iniured:ancGsent to the. hospital.
The conflict lasted three'hours; the crowd wenthome at 10:30 P.M.

Divide students into groups of two or three. Each group is.,to write a report of the incident for each of the following
auatences: the police commissioner (gbe. Appendix 2 forsample Police- Report), the local civil rights group, and thenewspaper. Give each group some "technical" words andphrases such as disperse, command post, perimeters,- crowdcontrol procedures, field intelligence, precipitate, liaisonamong agencies, skirmish line. Then each group should
discuss differences in the three reports such as vocabulary,details used, conclusions, -and characteristics of the respectiveaudiences which influenced their choices of words and details.

*As
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PURPOSE
Usually a report has two main objectives. The first is to p-resent

details of a search, experience, or experirnent objectively and
accurately to the audience. The second is to convince the audience
of the Validity of fhe conclusions based on the details' : Both
objective§ are important. If the first objective were its only pur-
pose, the report could consist of the list of details, letting the au-
dience form its own conclusion's. However, the writer will invar-
iably make subjective decisions in selection and presentation of
the details and conclusions dravin from those details. Consequen-
tly, the second objective i to convince the reader that the report
is correct.

To fulfill this purpose, the writer must take into ,account the
material, the audience; and the format.. A particular audience will
accept one language and format, depending on its point of view,

. While it will not accept others, regardless of the actual validity
of the content. Thus, the writer should strive to achieve both
purposes; accurate, objective presentation of details and. conclu-, sions and appropYiate style and format to convince a particular
audience of the value of the report.

FORMAT .-
- , "There is no universal 'right' form to clothe all reports.. 'Form,'
a learned colleague once said, 'is the package in which you wrap
your facts and analysis. Choose (or design) a package that is
suitable for your material, your purpose, and youi- reader.' "
(19:100): Reports vary considerably, depending on the specific
situation. Later, we will explore a few of: the several types of
'reports, but teachers should constantly remind students that the
particulai- format is related direCtPY to the content, the audience,
and the pu7Pose. A report on the cost of a house, for example,
might be a brief memo to a subordinate in a. real estate office, a
notation in a letter to a relative, a- colorful brochure to a prospec-
tive buyer, or a detailed letter to an insurance adjustei. While it is
often easier to stress "standard" formats, teachers should strive
-to teach the interaction of all the elements, changing one when
others are altered.'
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Divide students into groups of three, and give each group
a list of details such as the following:

House for sale, four bedrooms, asking price is
$65,000, seller will take $60,000. Attached garage,
screened-in porch; close to public transportation;
needs new plumbing throughout. Owner mustsell as has new job in different state. Houde
worth $70,000, new plumbing will cost $2,000;

7 in-ground swimming pool; two7story colonial.
Students should indicate which details they would. include

in a report for each 'of the following audienced: banker, pro-
speCtiVe buyer, real estate agent.

After each group has listed the details appropriate for eachaudience, have the groups match one of the follOwing foirats
with each audience : memo,' business letter, and bfochure:
Discus& what other details- they would include in each report.

;

r

Writing reports and analyzing sample reports allow students
pportunities 'to observe more than just the techniques of' report
citing. As they "explore the various sources of information,

audiences, and types of reports, students also come in contactwith many professions previously known only superficially.
Reports provide insights into some requirements of these pro-

. fessions which 'are=usually ignbred by media anchother common
sources of infoimatlon about the world beyond the school. Forexample, in the'Police'Report (see Appendix 2) we can see thethoroughness and. complexity involved in the reporting of an

gincident. We gain insights into the activities of the pcilics prior
to, during, acid following the incident, demonstrating the poten-
tial ramifications of a request for a peaceful demonstration.NWith
at understanding of tasks, we also hope,. students will have abetter , understanding of the people. performing the tasks. Ulti-
mately; this may be the mosevaluable. learning in the 'entire unit.

..THE TIFIREE D'S: DESCRIPTION, DEFINITION, DIRECTIONS
Technical and scientific writing call for clarity and exactness

in descriPtiOn, definition, and directions. Whatever writtenformat the information takes, the writer needs .to master the
"three D's" to produce usable information.
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DESCRIPTION
Many students hate written descriptions as a part of regular

writing assignments. These assignments, however, have usually
been literary 'father than technical. One distinction between
technical and other descriptions is the purpose. The goal of most
descriptions is to create a dominant impression or feeling. Tech-
nical description, on the other hand, orients readers so that they
can understand the explanation of 'process or function that ac-
companies the description. To evoke emotional response, 'the
writer of literary descriptions carefully selects words and phrases
with, connotative overtones. The overtones are as important as
the details. The technical writer., however, seleCts only .thcise
details that readers must have to Visualize the subject. If the
writer is explaining how to change the oil in an automobile-, the
description of the strap wrench should enable the reader to
identify the correct tool, not show the Writer's emotional reaction
to the strap wrench. The technical description, then, should:
include '.the size of the wrench, the relation between its design
and function, but not its color or heft unless they are important
in identification.

Write on the board a list of objects and two uses for each.
Ask students to describe one object with Use 1 in mind.

-Have students describe the same- object with Use 2 in mind.
Have students read the two desviptions aloud and discuss
differences in details emphasized for 'each use. Are "some
details more important than others for a particular function?
EXAMPLE: Object Use I Use 2

pencil musical instrument pincushion.
basketball seat weapon
paper towel b6ttle stopper drawing paper

Although a technical description is organized according to the
same principles used with other descriptions, some principles
play a greater role than others.. In a technical description the
writer orients the reader in time or space;- hence transitional
words and spatial relationships are important. Since technical'
description relates directly to function,' the writer-must specify

4
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the use of the object, as well as the appearance. If the object is
unfamiliar, the writer will probably want to use analogies for
quick recognition of shape, size; etc. While originality of descrip-
tion may be important in evocative writing, precision of descrip-
tion is the highest priority in technical writing

DEFINITION
Technical and scientific reports often contain terms unfamiliar,

to the general reader or terms used in an unfamiliar way. There-
fore, some instruction should focus directly on the words them-
selyes.. Work with writing concise and unambiguous definitions
provides practice in reasoning and verbal precision that will be
valuable to studenits in all their communications. It is useful to
begin discussion of definition by giving students a formula for
one-sentence definitions.

A (word to be defined) is a (category to- which the object
belongs) that (characteristics that set this obje-Ct apart from
other 'objects. in the category). Give students several words to
define and ask them to come up with two or three categories
Which can be assigned to the word.:.(Example: A ruler is a

a rigid strip of wood or metal that is marked off in units of
measurement. A ruler is a measuring instrument that indicates
linear dimensions on a flat surface.)

Practice in writing sentences according to the formula allowsstudents to concentrate on selection* of preFise language while
providing a method for using the skill immediately. The teacher
may reinforce this application by relating discussion of definition
-to a specific writing task. Technical definition, like technical
description, is subordinate fo the purpose and audience of the
report which needs an object described or term defined. Often
it is difficult to distinguish between description and definition.
The teacher should not force' distinctions where they are not
obvious. The value of the instruction lies in the application of
the skill, not in identification of the skill.
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Using the list ,of objects and uses in an earlier illustration,
have .students write a description and a definition for each
object. Discuss the differences between the two while acknowl-
edging the similarities. Stress accuracy of information and
clarity of statement.

DIRECTIONS
The major consideration in applying this skill is the audience.

First, giving directions .calls for seeing with the eyes of the
audience. Second, more than most other forms of writing, a set,
of directions.requires an audience who will use them. The audi-
ence knows less than the writer about the topic and has only
the written instructions to-follow; thus the user of the directions
(the reader) will trust the writer's competence and will attempt
following the directions exactly. Few writing tasks give student
writers such respOnsibility. Some;.group exercises are helpful in
sharpening the writer's awareness of the user's need for precise
direction

Pair students off. Give CeOrk a drawing of a simple image
(stick figure, simple house, arlygon; etc.) without allowing
Jose to see it. HaVe Clark give Jose directions on how to draW
The same figure by describing one line at a time without
projecting an entire image (e.g., Clark, should not say, "Draw
a stick figure- of a man with feet and fingers," but, "Draw
a vertical line two inches long at the center of the page;
place a circle approximately one inch in diameter at the top
end of the line . ."). Have Jose follow the directions exactly,
withoitt allowing Clark to see the resulting work until Jose
has finished his drawing. They then exchange drawings and
discuss the results. .

The .effectiveness of the directions is easily judged. The old
excuse."Well, you know what I mean" is immediately proved
wrong when the reader cannot 'follow the writer's directions.

. P
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Thus it is important to give students several opportunities in the
writing ,process to share the work with different audiences who
will try out the directions. r

Give a drawing of a simple figure to half the class. Have
the group write directions on how to draw the figure and give
the Written directions to the other half.' Next, have the second
group draw the image from the written description, following-
directions exactly. After the drawings are complete, have

_writers work.,with the drawings to discuss differences between
.finished products and the original. Written directions should
be revised to overcome confusion.

Since few people read directions., through before following
them, the writer must organize material so that the reader willbe able- to follow instructions_ step by step. In most cases
introductory paragraphs giving an overview of the purpose and
context' of the directions and a list of materials needed help the
reader to understand the overall task. Then the writer canproceed with the detailed steps. As students refine their drafts of
directions, they will probably add to the list of materials. To
insure inclusion of materials, the introductory sections should
probably be written after the directions themselves have been
perfected..

Since it is often difficult to "tell" without "showing," students
should be encouraged to use diagrams" to clarify more complex
written directions. Diagrams do not substitute for description
and explanation, big they can- prOvide a necessary supplement.
Each diagram should be numbered and labeled underneath and
should appear at the appropriate place in the text, preferably
close to the corresponding written text. Drawings do not have to
-be 'sophisticated or complex, simply clear and accurate. In some
cases, students .should be encouraged to photocopy existing
diagranis when appropriate. They must, of course, footnote such
materials, including those used as sources for their ob a draw-
ings (e.g., "Adapted frbm ..").

Since the technical writer prepares directions as a numbered
list of commands, a unit on directions is therefore a good place
to do battle with. the.passive voice. Revision of sentences which

r
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are rhetorically _more complex than commands to avoid the
passive voice requires composition skills more sophisticated than..
those many students possess: However, the imperative mood is
familiar to students and riatural-soUnding in directions. Students
can usually convert "The .lever is returned to START position"
to "Return the lever to START position" easily. Thus, writing
directions also helps students become aware of stylistic consid-
erations as well as the accuracy of detail.

An extreme example of detailed directions would be those
Written for the.. mentally retarded where every step, is
explained with great care. Kits with such directions might be
available in a learning resourCe-center. If they are not avail-
able, perhaps students would be-interested in creating such a
packet for the community.

Although we have stressed written directions, students should
realize .that,some directions are presented more effectively visu-
ally and verbally-. Tying knots, for example, is very difficult
to describewith words alone but becomes more -comprehensible*
when the verbal'. explanation is accompanied by visual illustra-
tions of the process. Indeed, in many instances -visual illustra-
tions could communicate directions without, the verbal support
while the conVerse may not be true. Writing 'directions, however,
.still. sei-ves a vital role 4ince It allows one to review the stepg in
a procedure carefully TO. be sure each move is accurately ex-
pressed in language thal the intended audience can understand.
Ultimately, the student should select the best medium foi con-
veying directions to the audience most effectively.

Prepare a list of activities and have students identify the
audience and the medium (visual or written) for each. Stress
the importance of choosing the mediiirn appropriate to the .

subject and audience.
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Report writing covers a very extensive field. In this chapter
we have selected only a few types 'to demonstrate the varieties
of reports students may encountei, while providing specific
directions for those which they will probably write most often.

MEMO
The memo is a.brief report, normally one page, directed to an

audience of peers, to people responsible to the writer, and occa-
sionally to superiors. The memo announces- a meeting,. gives
brief directions, describes a product, etc. Its usual purpose is to
give information about a specific subject in a form that is
quickly read and remembered. SometiMes a memo is used to
reinforce information given orally and to provide a permanent
record of that information.

Most organizations use a printed form which has space at
the tcvp of the sheet for the name of the recipient arictythe subject
of the memo. The writer arranges the body of the Memo so that
the reader can quickly see the essential information. If a meeting
is announced, for example, -the time and place might be set off
from the text' or underlined in the text so that the reader's eye
takes in these facts quickly. If the memo lists a series of tasks
to be performed, the tasks are presented as a numbered list.
(See Appendix 2: Memo and Police Report.)

Differences between a business letter and a memo result from
the characteristics of the respective' audiences. While the audi-
ence of a. business letter is outside the writer's organization, the
audience, of a memo belongs to the same organization as the
writer. The writer of the memo and the audience share a common
fund of background informatiOn, then, that the recipient of a
letter often must learn from art introductory. paragraph. Since
the reader belongs to the same- group as the writer and shares
the group's goals and purposes, no foncluding paragraph estab-
lishing.' the "goodwill" of the writer is necessary. Inrshort; the
memo is analogous to the middle paragraph- or paragraphs _of ,abusiness letter.

Have. a v,h,t4:14.Rt write, a business letter to an external
audiencr i,rrld a me..Lo to an internal audience on the same
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7

subject. Use a task- like the following sample assignment to
create a realistic situation:

As program chairperson of the Hispanic Stu-
dent Association, you are in charge of making
arrangements for`Scleanup after the midsummer
Feria at a neighborhood park. Write, a letter to
the director of city parks explaining your cleanup

-1 plans. (The director has required this letter be-
fore she will grant a city permit for the gather-
ing.) Also write a memo to members of your
committee who carry out the cleanup, explaining
what.they must do and when.

,Compare the length, diction, and tone of the two texts
emphasize how audienc' e and purpose affect form and style.

to

PROCESS REPORT
This report is similar to giving directions in that the presenta-

Lion of ideas is sequeritial or chronological, but the purpose
differs. The audience wants to understand hovsi something
works, not _necessarily how to operate it. In the process paper.
the writer emphasizes theory, and in directions, application. Like
digections, the process paper begins with an overview to .estab-
lish the purpose and context of the -process. The overview,
however,. is more conceptual -than practical. The reader does' not
need a list of materials *butemay need a list of definitions of
words that are unfamiliar or have specialEzed denotations.
. Usually a writer composes a process paper to accomplish
either of two purposes. The writer may wish to describe how
a device is constructed or operates, or the writer may wish to
report on a particular activity. In the first case, the writer
describes the construction or function to an audience who wants
to know the theory behind the construction or what will happen
when the device is operated. FOr example, John may explain how
a stereo speaker converts electrical impulses into sound by
taxplaining the -construction of. the speaker and the .relationship
among its comPonents. From reading thig report the -reader will
not' learn the steps in building a speaker but will understand
what happens when the speaker is turned on.

In the second case the writer reports. on what ..has already
taken place to an audience who wants a record of what has
happened. Process reports in this category are narrative descrip-
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tions of a series of actions taken' or observed. Ai with other
types of writing, the writer will have to apply certain skills to
make the report effective. Because of the nature of these process
reports, three skills in particular stand out: transition, verb tense,
person and voice. Transitions not only help the reader move
smoothly from One idea to the .next, but they also help. the

- reader realize relationships among the various ideas or actions.
Too often students insert transitions without considering the
nature of the bridge, the relationships they are implying with
the particular transition. For example, "The, toilet overflowed

a and the soap bar fen into it" is different from "The toilet over-
flowed becati5_e the soap bar fell into it." Consequently, teachers
should help students with both the transitional devices, such as
words and sentence structure, and' the Inferences drawn from
the use of these devices.

After students have written their first drafts of a process
report, put a series of related but unconnected sentences
referring to a specific activity on the overhead projector. Ask-
students to cite words .they could "use- to connect thes sen-
tences. List t:te words on the board. Insert Ithe wordS and
discuss the relationships readers may infer from thegilease of
particular words. Ask for other transitions that may not be
appropriate for this 'series of sentences but could be' used in
other process reports. Have students list these words in their
notebooks for future reference.

At a later time put sentences on the overhead projector
This, time ask students to draw connections among

the ideas or .steps by. rearranging the sentences and inserting
the words or phrases within the sentences rather than only at.
the beginning. Complete the class as before.

Verb tense, person, and voice are also ..important mechanical
skills in writing a report. Since the report is an objective narra
tive of a completed action, the writer- uses the past tense.
Generally, learners should keep the grammatical emphasis on the
topic of -the report by making it the subject, but if the first person
fits the situation more naturally,, they should. use "I" as the
subject .instead of twisting the prose artificially. Moreover, they
should never refer to themselves in the third person, such as
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,
"this writer thinks." Students should also be wary of the passive
voice on revision, not during the initial draft. Although the
passive voice makes prose sound limp, it is a natural feature of
the English language. An occasional passive voice is preferable to
a sentence tortured into activity.

Have students exchange rough drafts of a process report.
Each person should examine the report for use of passive
voice. If students have difficulty identifying passive voice,
you might tell them to 'look for a form of the verb . to be
plus a past participle (am, are, is,. was, were, been plus a word
ending in -en or -ed overcomes' the problem of teaching
definition of paSt participle, etc.). If students begin this search
with the last sentence, they avoid the problem of being
caught up in the narrative and will concentrate directly on
individual sentence structure. Readers should underline each
use of the passive voice.

When readers have' finished'- underlining, they should
return drafts to the writers. Have writers dictate some of the
more difficult sentences- and write them on the board. Then;
change these sentences to active voice with the whole class.
Discuss the original and altered sentence to determine which
is more effective. .

Whether reporting the functioning of a mechanism in the
present tense or a series of actions in the past, the writer of 'a
process report addresses an audience who wants to understand
the theory or rationale behind the process. The purpose is to pro-
vide useful in:'ormation efficiently, accurately, and effectively.
To achieve this the technical writer often uses graphic aids. .A
simple diagram of an electrical circuit neatly labeled, for example,
helps supplement a discussion of the -operation of stereo
speakers. Like' the text they accompany, such .graphics enable
the reader to visualize an unfamiliar_ concept. When students
adapt or copy diagrams for instruction Manuals, they should
simplify them according to the sophistication of their audience
and the material covered in their text. A graphic aid should cones
taro only the information relevant to the purpose of the report it
illustrates. Unnecessary detail often confuses a reader as much
as inadequate or inaccurate detail. Adapted material should, of
course, be credited by appropriate footnotes.
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PROPOSALS
The proposal is a specialized forrii of persuasive writing.

Unlike the conventional persuasive paper, the proposal makes its
case by factual presentation of, the feasibility of a project.. The
proposal provides an excellent format forstudents to investigate
problems close to their lives in school or in the community and to
present a reasonable way of solving such problems. The audience
of the proposal is the person or group that can authorize or pro-
vide support for action on the proposal, and the purpose of the
proposal is to demonstrate that the proposed course of action_is
necessary and adequate.

Consequently, the introductory section in the proposal must
describe the problem clearly and demonstrate how the proposed
action will solve the problem. Next, the body of the proposal
lists the materials and activities required, itemizes the cost of
materials and activities, and establishes a schedule of work,
including a date of completion. Finally, the conclusion S'um-
rparizes the reasons for recommending adoption of the proposal
based on the facts presented.

The grounds for approving a proposal are necessity and feasi-
bility, not moral Imperatives. Hence, a proposal to allow students --'
to leave the school grounds at lunchtime must be based on a
demonstration that the result would be more efficient use of the
school cafeteria and a monetary saving for the school, rather
than ,.an argument that the constitution forbids -involuntary
servitude.

Cci\ klect a list of school and community problems that are
amenable to solutiOn by students. Discuss the kinds of
informatkon needed to define one of the problems, to dis-
cover the\ solution, to document the costs,: to propose a
timeline.- Help students discover the complexities of solving
seemingly simple problems. Have interested students select
one problem for which they feel they can offer a legitimate
solution. Discuss the potential audience of the proposal

principal, school board, .PTA). Next, have students write
a proposal making sure they include appropriate t:Anguage
and support. Finally, have them present the proposzY to the
audience.
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The audience of a proposal is usually asked to spend money,
to change conditions, or both. Sometimes the- audience requests
the proposal; for example, the owner of a lot invites a builder to
'submit a- proposal for construction of a house, meeting the
blidget and space specifications 'of the owner. rust as often the
audience, does not solicit the proposal; for example; a group of
parents proposes to. the school board that school athletic facili-

fties be opened for summer use. When the audience invites,- the
proposal, the audience usually supplies the writer with a list of
specifications -that must be met. On the other hand, when the
writer initiates .the proposal, the specifications must be clarified
by. the writer. Students must be reminded that _although the
'proposal is .a solution to a problem, it offers a plan for specific,
positive action. It is not a complaint.

Proposal writirig provides excellent practice with completion of
specific tasks. Once a problem has been 'identified, 'the group can
delineate tasks. involired in the completion of the proposal, These
include items such as definition of the scope of the project;
preliminary projections of the cost (including materials and labor
required for construction, maintenance, etc.); impact of the
proposal on the organization; estimated time for each stage of.
implementation of the proposal. Members of the group are then
assigned' specific information-gathering tasks: How much is the
audience willing to spend? How much will materials cost when
they., are needed?. Do enough people perceive a need. for the
proposal that 'the audience will be perceptive? Will the labor and
other personnel required be available when proposed deadlines
call for them? The group then meets to revise the proposal in
light of the information -gathered. Group pressure to produce
this kind of information is often a new experience for students;
but it is realistic, both developmentally, as they gain skills and
confidence through their search for information; and profession-
ally, as proposals for business or community often represent the
work of a group of people.

While each member writes a part of the proposal, the leader
of the groUp is usually responsible fbr putting the finished pro-
posal together, writing an introduction, and revising manuscript
style so that the report is internally, consistent. All members
should have a chance toPread the final report and make changes
agreed to by the group. Once completed, the report should be
submitted over the signatures of all members of the group.. The
teacher should give deadlines for gathering information and a
strict deadline for submission of the report so that the group has
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a secure framework within which to function; however., the
teacher should give the group as much control as possible bver its
day-to-day workings. The group will function better if the
teacher exercises careful control over the initial subject Of the
proposal to make sure that it can be com:pleted within the time
allotted.

"Play through" with the class,. the process of preparing a
proposal on a topic the teacher has planned. Assign names
and duties. to members of the -fictional.' group and let the class
contribute problgrns and solutions in the definition and infor-
mation-gathering process. 'The "-group" is writing a proposal
for the, senior class, to sponsor a dance in a neighborhOod
parking lot After the first football game. How. many permis-
-sions have to be obtained? ..To whom should the proposal' be
submitted? Should Willie, Jackson speak to the owner of the
lot before Eleanor. Andrevq,k speaks to the principal? Carlos
Lopez is to make arrangemNnts for music; but how much is
his budget? Should he have a live band? If he' uses records,
will he have to pay permission fees to the record companies?
Jake .7.tein is in charge of finding people in a nearby school
who have ,organized, similar programs who 'can "offer -Advicer.
Can other members accomplish any work befoie Jake's rep

-
Experiences' like this will acquaint students with the amou t

of time. and effort that goes into a section of the report whi h
may emerge as one or two sentences in the finished versiop. As
an indirect result, students may begin to see. the advantages of
group rules, the inwortance of °deadlines, and the disastrous
possibilities of last-minute preparations. It is wise to make the
proposal projec -an ongoing assignment during -ivhich the class
works at other related tasks. such as writing descriptions, defi-
nitions, and directions. These technical modes of communication
are all necessary to complete a -proposal, and the practical pur-
pose.. (students' desire to have their proposals adopted)-quickens
attention to the rigors of writing the "three D's."

Of 'course the proposal should be submitted in a form that
not only shows the efforts and skills of the writers, but also
inspires the audience's confidence that the proposers are reliable.
The finished proposal. should be neatly typedy and visual aids

t.

a
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should be carefully labeled. The formal proposal is submitted
under a letter of transmittal (see Appendix 2) which ekplains
the occasion and aUthorization for the proposal.

RESEARCH REPORT
A'report of research may range from a brief book report to A

an elabUrate term paper with corresponding 'variation of format,
according to the audience and purpose of the report. In academic
situations where teachers are the most frequent audience for the
research report, the. purpose is to demonstrate verbal control
over a -k)ody of information. One of the most 'difficult aspects of
conducting and reporting research- is that the discrete tasks
involved are not always directly related to each othereach may
have its unique demands. ..For example, the student is often°
learning how to summarize nd't'ake notes on a body of informa-

.. tion that is itself 'unfamiliar. He/she must then 'assemble a co-
herent paper from these undigested bits of information and sub-
mit it with footnotes and bibliography whose conventions he/she
is uncertain of. In spite, of -these 'difficulties, however, students'
must learn to carry out and report research for -succss in school.
As discrete tasks are .easily broken down for practice, learneis
will come to appreciate the demystification :of this staple of Amer-
ican.ed:Ltcation. The teacher should continually realize, however,
that the real purpose of .a research report is the coherent presen-
tation of a body of knowledge 'synthesized from a *variety of
sources. While supporting skills are important, they are subordi-
nate to the finaldproduct.;

Weilhave devoted this. separate section to the research report
becauSe of its importance in the curriculum. Obviously, a pro-
posal, a-process report, a lab.report,- and a memo are all based on
"research" reported in special formats. Writing a research paper,
however, is also specialized, requiring particular skills and
approaches. The related activities that -follow incorporate the
major skills in writing a 'research report and can be adapted...to,

u
.other units in a writing clas.

a

4.

11.

Have students write a class research paper to master
the- mechanics of research. Select a topic of general interest,
and have the class brainstorm different aspects of the topic
that they can..cesearch. Select one aspect and write a thesis
statement with the class. Propose a preliminary outline and

E
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- invite students to make revisions. Next, discuss common
reference works available to identify sources of titles- for
potentially useful books and articles. Ybu -might list the
Readers' Guide,- -ard catalog, abstracts, indices, microfilm,
pamphlets, etc.

Give students 3- x 5 index cards, and assign groups the task
of finding as many sources relevant to the thesis statement as
possible. Provide a sample bibliography card to use as a model
for recording the information. (See Apicendix 2.) When
groups return, discuss the information gleaned from various
sources-arid difficulties encountered using the sources.
° Have students compare their bibliography 'cards with each
other, noting differences in information_ Discuss different
bibliographical entries for various sources. Instead of making
Students memorize conventions, just give the samples.

Have the class revise the preliminary outline to reflect"
the availability of iniormation, and , assign =gubsections of
the outline to small groups. Each group will be responsible
for gathering informaticiri about that subsection and ultimately

-incorporating it in the finl research report.

The process of taking notes is one most often cut short by
students: While different researchers may have different:: tech-
niques for taking notes, their. purpose is the same: to record
informailon in such a way that it can be included in the :report
either as an acknowledged source or synthesized into a, new idea.
-All, researchers want to avoid plagiarism, and give credit where
it is due either as quoted or paraphrased'. material. This_. effort,
however, begins with the recording of inforn-iation from the-
source. One of the' co-authors of this text records information, as
-direct quotations, enabling him to know exactly what the sotitce
stated. He then summarizes and synthesizes during the writing
stage. The other co-author summarizes at the -note-taking stage.
(See Appendix 2.) Whichever approach adopted by the re- h

.. searcher, at some point the information will be summarized. This
ProceSs requires practice. to ensur:2__ that the meaning of thd
source is not lost or altered in the transition.

. -

Have each student prepare note cards (see Appendix 2)
for at least one 'article relevant to the research- topic. The
student may, either quote the source directly or summarize

_
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the information on the card. If Jerry quotes directly,_ have
him summarize the ,ideas on another. card or paper. Then
have students exchange summaries. The reader should tell the
writer what the main idea is according to the summary. The
writer should compare that idea with the source' to be sure
the summary ,has accurately reflected the source. This kind
of activity should be repeated periodically to maintain a check
on the recording of ideas.

Have the class discuss some of the ideas they are deri"ving 1

from their research about the topic. Revise the outline
according to the new information. Then, help students select
teas of the outline which require further research and
refinenient.

At this point students have developed the skill to record the
information necessary for writing the research report. This
ability includes: locating sources of information, gathering and
recording, bibliographical data, taking notes from appropriate
sources, summarizing and Synthesizing ideas based on the infCSr-
mation, refining the- outline for writing. Students should also
realize, however, .that the research process is seldom so
Often the researcher has to locate. and record more inforrnatiOn
.after the writing has begun. The process usually-moves back and
forth from recording information to writing, to gathering more
information, and returning to writing.

Have each group begin writing its subsection of the report
from their note cards. Whenever a source is used directly,
it should be acknoWledged with a footnote. Discuss. various
methods of footnoting with the class, and select one for this
report. Gil;e each student sainple footnotes for the different
kinds of sources. They should use these samples as 'models
when they write.,

Once the subsection is written in draft form with appro-
.

riate footnotes, the group should select one student to
rewrite it for final editing. All members of the group .should
'help the writer whenever necessary. Once the subsection has
been rewritten, all should take part in editing it, making
sure the content and style are clear, the 'conventions of the
footnotes and bibliography are correct, and- the mechanics
and punctuation are perfect.

71'
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Finally, the class should elect an editorial board consisting
of one member from each group. This board -takes all the
subsections and puts them together into a coherent report.
In addition to editing subsections, the board should also
write an introduction and conclusion of the report.

59

. ,Often an abstract of the research report is omitted in high
school classes, but we believe its retention would serve several
purposes. First, it would help prospective readers of the rep.ort
by providing a quick overview of the _contents of the report.
Second, it would alloW students to practice condensing informa-
tion and putting it into-their own words. Third, it would complete
the research report.

Have members of the editorial boaid take the final report
back to 'their_ respective grou" ps. Each student should write
an abstract of the report. Then, each group should select the
abstract which best -reflects. the entire report and submit it to
the editorial board. The editorial board then chooses the best
of these gr6up abstract,s ft.) serve as the abstrao for the class
research report.

p

ir
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
REPORT WRITING

f1

Project: Public Opinion pn gontroversial Issue

Have the entire class or small groups consider issues current
either in school or in the community. Discuss what others might
think of the issues. For example,. students might believe their
education is irrelevant after 'gr;aduation. At the end of thin dis-
cussion they should write a statement of the problem they wish
to explore.

Have the groups or class brainstorm potential audien.ces- that
might be interested in "opinions on this particular issue. For the
example given, students might- cite: teachers' association, PTA,
administrative :councili school board, etc. After selecting an
audience, they should begin listing ,its characteristics, such. as
what aspects .of the issue,would be of par_ tieular -value to that
audience.

Rave students discuss- sources of information about the issue.
Discussion could include articles in professional or popular
magazines, -opinions of students, opinions- of teachers and other
eductors, etc: Divide the responsibility for ...recording informa-
tion from" these source:,

Depending on re.sp&Asibility, each group or student should fist .
steps for recording information. For opiniorfs, for -example,
students should consider background information of respon-
dent, specific questions to be asked,, how many people will be
surveyed, how the sample will be selected, how the results will
be analyzed, etc. (See Sample Report Format, Appendix 2.)

After each, group or individual has recorded all the infoi-ma---
tion, the entire group or class should explcireways of writing and

.-presenting the report. In this discussion; students _should con-
sider audience, type of preS'entation, results, major points they
want to make, graphics; etc: Then, individual students or group
should torripile the report, writing drafts, sharing with sample
audiences, revising and rewriting. The teacher, should. act as an
audience _during this process to -check the final report prior to
submissiOn. Finally, students should preSent the report to the'
real audience, either as a presentation, a written report, 'or both..



CHAPTER 4
SCIENTIFIC WRITING

Ya

Although scientific writing is the most "objective" of the
types of writing we have discussed, many subjective decisions
affect the final product, both in terms of content as well as
style. Even before considering the writing -stage, the scientist
decides the topic to-be.investigated, the procedure to be followed,
the method to be employed in the analysis, and the faCtors which
will be considered important enough to include in the conclu-
sions, as well as those which will be excluded. Although the
scientist has strict guidelines to follow for each of these decisions,
subjectivity enters as each guideline is based on assumptions
Which the scientist accepts as valid. Many of these assumpticins
may be Open to question. (1.4) Consequently, both the reader
and writer of scientific reports should realize that while the
reports are objective in nature, they are not "truth."i .

. In addition, throughout the experiment' style of the scien-
_tific report has a .great bearing on the interpretation of the infor-

mation..Throughout the writing the writer makes decisions about
sequence of ideas, sentence structure, and choice-of words. For
effective, clear scientific writing, the writer should realize how
each of these decisions might affect the reader's understanding
and attitude. These considerations are as important in scientific
writing, in spite of its objective stand, as they are in other kinds
of 'technical writing.

TECHNIQUE
Much of what we have said about report writing applies as

well to scientific writing. As with other forms of techniCal- writ-
ing, the ptirpose of scientific writing ci-§ to convey precise, correct
information in the most efficient form = to either a specialized or
a general audience. -

RECORDING-THE EXPERIENCE
The report of, an experiment is a direct record' of an experience

and often follows the scientific methcid itself, especially if the

5p
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format is a. forMal presentation of the experience. In_ the scientific
method the researcher follows fire general steps. First, the re-
searcher identifies a problem to be solved, focusing ultimately on
specific goals or objectives. This usually requires examination of
a general array of ideas and narrowing the field to the number-
of ideas that can be.examirfed within the scope of the researcher's_
particular situation.

Second; the researcher forms a specific hypothesis about the
problem. This step further--clarifies the problem by suggesting
possible. solutions which will be tested throiigh obserations.
This step is more involved than it appears as written. Actually,
the initial hypothesis is often explored through reason or a small
experiment and then modified for extensive examination.-

-Third, the researcher observes the hypothesis in action through
a series of carefully determined stages. Having previously de-
termined- which factors will be taken into account during the ex-
peritheht, the researcher records all data a4ecting the hypothesis.

Fourth, the researcher analyzes the results of the application
of the hypothesis. This analysis may be a description of what
was observed during the experiment, or it may be a statistical.
procedure to test the success -of the hypothesis. .In the former,
the results are explained 9-irough detailed description.. In the
lattet,:the'aftemPt is to detgl-mine the probability of the outcome
of the experiment being attributable to chance or to the proposed
solution (hypothesis).

Fifth, the researcher draws conclusions'-'about the validity of
the hypothesis on the basis of the observation and subsequent
analysis. For the conclusions to have meaning for an audi-
ence, they. should be fully supported by the results of the experi-
ment. Scientific writers sometimes go -beyond the actual results
and state some conclusions that are_only implied but not actually
proven by theta experiment. These statements could be included
--in the report, not as conclusions, but_ only as implications or
areas for future investigation.-

For most scientific writing, this. approach provides a _valuable
method of recording information, since it proceeds naturally
through the experiment. During each... stage lines of reasoning
and observations should be recorded for inclusion- in the final
report. This information,.however, has little meaning until given
form and context in the report.- The "meaning" is synthesized
in- statements of the objective, proceduee, analysis, and conclu-
sion. The recorded information, then, includes ideas and state-
ments in sail areas, including the data. The teacher should help
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the student with, each of the areas by providing examples, tech-niques for arriving at end products; and helpful feedback abouttheir efforts.

Select a general area of interest,_ such as the .existence ofUFOs, and discuss it with the class. Try to encourage studentsfo .state their opinionS with some supporting evidence orexamples. Once they have shared their general opinions, asR_.how they might actually prove or disprove the existence ofUFOs. After they have give'n a few icfeas, ask them to stateexactly_ what they are trying to prove or disprove. (It is often -easier to siate the question "or hypothesis after expldringsome tentative procedures.) Write the statements on the board.Finally, ask the class to select the most clearly stated problerrior question and restate it as a hypothesis. Exercises of thiskind help students realize that researchers do not begin withs-a clearly stated hypothesis bia rattier -with a general areaof interest and ten narrow the ideas to a single hypothesis.

The actual recording of observations during an experiment.also presents problems for many students.- In the initial sfagesof experimentation, learners should use data sheets provided bythe teacher so- that they will be sure to include -important obser7vations in a legible, sequential fashion.' While notes_ 'far othertechnical papers-. can usually, be rearranged or even reacquired,notes or data for the experimental report are usually used as re-corded and cannot be obtained-after completion of the experiii-fecit:We have concentrated on recording the laboratory experiencefor a specialized audierce, because the _experienCe and its record _.are unique. Recording the experience for the general audience;requires the same precision and accuracy as the laboratory-rePom;but-the writer selects a few parts to convey the whole accurately.If the student wants to explain why a- piano has a temperedthe explanation may focus on.. the movement of a:singleplucked string which produces a harmonic series. The. generalaudience does not need to know how to operate.an oscilloscopeor how to derive frequencies for each note mathematically. Stu-dents must know their topics well enough that their composingenergies go into selecting the right words and examples for theintended audience.
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Using a report of an experiment conducted by the class
previously, have each -student list important details which
would be of concern to a general audience. Then have
students compare _their lists with each other, discussing
reasons for inclusion or exclusion of specific details. Finally,
as a class make...a list of the vital -details for the general
audience..

, I

AUDIENCE
The writer of a scientific report. may have either of two audi-

ences : a specialized one or a genefal- one. This -distinction is im-
portant as each audience demands._ a different method of record-
ing information, different purpose, and different format. While
the student usually *rites, for only a specialized audience in
school, much scientific writing is actually for a general_ audience.

General Audience. Scientists and laypeople alike deplore the
general- failure of the educated.publi-c to recognize or understand
the processes, potential, or failures of science -in an age often.
controlled by scientific discovery and implerndntation. Journal-
ists, for example, with little knowledge of science often have the
respOnsibility for translating the significan'Ce -of a scientific dis-
covery or insight for the general public. The heart of the problem
is translating sound science into language comprehensible to a
general audience.

Effective writing about science conveys to'the reader not only
the scientific subject but also its significance. Readers of Rachel"
Caison's Silent Spring were moved to political action by the-clear
exposition of the scientist-writer. Few readers of her earlier work,
The Sea Around Us, fail to sense the teeming microscopic life of
the oceans: :Scientific writing for the popular 'audience is perhaps
the most -difficult task, because the writer has to command the
content and, vocabulary, of the specialized field well enough to
simplify or transform it without distortion. -

The problems for the writer are twofold.s-election and transla-
tion. First, the writer must sete.ct all the -significant details of the
scientific concept without providing those which-will distort the
idea or distract the reader. Second, the writer must translate the
idea,- usually couched in scientific terms, into language and style
appropriate for the general al!dience.

6
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From the list of vital details derived during the previous
activity, have students write one paragraph describing the
results. If technical terms were used- in the original report,
list some-of them on the board, and ask students for other
ways of explaining the procedure without using those t rms.
Then have students share their paragraphs with each er,
comparing the general meanings of the works. If the mean
differ, discuss which meanings are distortions and whit.

accurately reflect the original report.
Finally; have students reread each other's_ paragraphs. This

time they should read for interest. During this sharing, they
are reading the material as they would' an essay. in English
class, looking at style and language and the total effect on
the general audience.

65

The unique situation of scientific writing for a general audience
creates special obligations for the- writer. The general audience
of a popular article on a scientific subject lacks verifying data;
furthermore, the reader usually does not have the knowledge or
-skill to verify the data or conclusions. Moreover, the reader's
-own experience and :observations will not assist in evaluating
the accuracy of the writer's statements. The scientific writer
therefore has a moral. responsibility for stating limitations and
biases that other writers may overlook.

Herman Estrin has his engineering students at New Jersey
Institute of Technology create children's books as a 'part of
his technical Writing course. (8) Such an exercise might be
,usefully adapted to a high school class by having high'
school students write scientific articles ,for grade 'school
students. These Articles could be edited by the class, shared
with some grade school students, revised accordingly, and,
finally, -composed into booklets for the grade 'school. .

ot.

Specialized Audience_ The impor:tant difference between the _

general and the specialized d'-udience is that the writer often knows
..--moFe about the subject-than the general audience and less than

6
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the specialized. Yet the specialized audience's need to know is
real, because the laboratOry report or essay is' the chief indication
of what the student has accomplished. Unfortunately, few students
receive instruction in the writing of the scientific report for this
audience. While teachers of English may be able to provide some
help with style and language, they do not have the content back-
ground to provide meaningful assistance in organization and
accuracy. Conversely, science teachers have the content, but sel-
dom feel qualified to help with style-,-'other than gross mechanical
errors. The result is that_mny- students never receive instruction
in writing a scientific report for a specialized audience.

_ As students begin to write their reports or essays, they should
consider the audience in scientific waiting as seriously as they
would consider audiences in other kinds of writing. The special-
ized audience may have .the knowledge but still needs accurate
communication of the specific concept or procedure from the
student. Because the audience is well versed in science, -under-
standing of key terms may be assumed. However, the learner.
should not use scientific jargon just to impress the audience, as
it usually impedes the effectiveness of the communication. If a
term is essential or if it facilitates the flow ,of the writing, it
should be used. If not, the writer should find another way to
explain the concept or procedure. Students should -realize that
the main objective of all writing is to communicate effectively
and efficiently with an -audience. Usually, the more direct and
simple a composition, the more effective it is._

William- Gilman provides several lists of hints and words to
help the scientific writer. In one of the lists he cites "Big Words"
and '-'Substitutes." Some of these are:.

Big Word
accelerate
aggregate
ambient
unavailability

Substitute
speed up, go faster
total, sum
surroanding
lack (9)

Students should be aware of language and appropriate sub-
stitutions &it- both audiences. They should also realize, however,
that some words (such as "accelerate ")_ offer specialized meanings
which have, specific denotations for the specialized audience not
always understood by the gene-ral populace. Students must know
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which words are important to the concept and exactly what they
convey to the reader. For example, while, some individuals do not
distinguish between velocity and acceleration, for the specialist
the distinction is very important.

Make a list of words covered in the course which have
important specialized denotations. Have students' discuss the
specialist's understanding of the- :words and the general
reader's understanding. During this discussion they should
consider differences in understanding and inferences that
respective readers might draw from. seeing the words in
different contexts.

PURPOSE
7,-;171-te purpose of scientific writing. is tied closely to the audience

and been implied in the separate discussions of general and
specialized audiences. For the general audience the purpose of
scientific writing is to make accessible concepts and thebrieg often
hidden by -scientific jargon -and. technique. A vital part .of that
purpose is capturing the essence of the concept without distortion
through overemphasis or omission. In striving to achieve the goal
of communicating an idea and conclusion to a .general audience,
scientific writers must be aware of these potential pitfalls.. In
addition, the scientific writer 'must resist the temptation to dis-
play superiority over the reader. Although the writer usually
does possess more knowledge in the particular area than the
general. reader, the communication will not be accepted by the
reader if the tone is offensive. The objective of clear, effective
communication must take precedence over self-adulation.

The writer's purpose in Writing for the specialized audience
is to demonstrate the writer's knowledge and accorriplishment to
readers-who are versed in the field. In this effort the writer must
be continually aware of the -specialized meanings vocabUlary
will hold for this audience. When attempting -to impress the
specialized audience,. the writer may sometimes use a stilted,
pedantic style. This usually creates. more confusion than under-
standing. To demonstrate knowledge- or a procedure, the writer
should strive to be straightforward and clear, rather than -cir-
cuitous and ambiguous.

a
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FORMAT .

The :scientific article for a general audience is an essay with
the components Of any other essay.' it may describe a process,
define a term, narrate a procedur , explain the relationship be-
tween a cause and effect, or convince an audience of the con-
sequences of a particular action. As with other essays, the writer
has to entice the reader before expounding on the thesis. Dra-
matic illustrationS or anecdotes often provide the necessary in-
centives for readers. The essay should also give the reader a sense
of the whole subject before delving into specific details. Then The
writer should prOceed through the essay in a logical manner,

-developing the argument so that the reader can envision the pro-
.cedure or is led_to the desired conclusions. The final paragraph
or statement should show the significance of the subject in the
larger context of the scientific field and in the context in which
the reader is involved.

Select a well"-written popular science article, such as one
from The SmithsOnian or World Book Encyclopedia's .Scicnce
Year, and discuss it with the class. ,Instead of 'concentrating
on the Content, examine the ,style, discus.girT eachsection 'of
the article in terms of what the,,writer is doing.

For the specialized audience scientific writing;' may take either
of the two forms: essay or laboratory -report. In the first form,
the writer should foll'ciw the format applicable to other essays
but with special emphasis on sequence and Choice of words. The
reader hamuch .of the background provided in the essay, for the
general audience; the writer. can therefore omit 'this information
unless it has direct bearing on the concept under consideration.
Rather,zreater care should be taken withr,the.development of the
thesis so that the audience realizes the extent of the writer's
knowledge and preparation. The writer should also select. words
carefully to convey the particular concept.

The laboratory report has a 'highly structured format which
varies somewhat. from teacher to teacher. We will discuss the
specific components.later. In general, a laboratory report contains
a description of the phenomenon to be explained, tentative ex-
planation' (hypothesis), :description of the actual test experiences,
and conclusion accepting or rejecting the hypothesis.

O
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TYPES OF SCIENTIFIC WRITING
Scientific writing takes several forms,:including those which

we have discussed previously. We will therefore devote this 'sec-.
tion to two diS;tinct types of scientific writing: the popular article
and the laboratory report.

1, 4

POPULAR ARTICLE
Two factors play an important role in writing a popular article:

audience and knowledge. Since the translation process is a crucial
aspect of the popular article, students must have a well- developed-
notion of the general audience for whom they, write. For soiree,
advanced students, peers or even the. general public may form
the audience: For others, elementary school studentsDare a poten-
tialaudience. A second important factor is knoWIedge of the

__ subject. The subject should be one that the student has studied
formally or has had some experience with as an avocation or both.

.a.
T

Have students write clown one or two topics they have
studied and k-now well and a group of people who do not
know very muj-1 about those topics. The people may include
younger- students, peers, parents, or the general public. -

Students Krtay take some prodding to discover topics with which
they feel competent. One suggestion usually produces another.
The teacher may also have to use some ingenuity to identify real
audiences. ,(See Appendix 4.) Would the school paper carry an
article on a scientifiC topic? Could the sixth grade class use an
illustrated story explaining what light is?

Once students have selected tqpic . and audience, have
'- them consider the audience to determine its - characteristics.
For a grade school audience the discussion may include the
teacher of 'the younger students to discover the vocabulary
level of the children, a' survey of their reading and science
texts, etc. For an audience of parents the_ discussion might
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VA.

involve several members of that group.' After' students have
completed'' informal discussion they' should write a
one-page analysis of the characteristics of the audience and
the-adaptations to be Made in the article to accommodate that.
particular 4roup../

-

Since all students are...we) king on unique piojects, the problem
for the teacher is to keep the class cohesive. In most-cases interest
in their projects will keep students motivated, but classroom mo-
rne9tum is also important. One useful way to keep the class

%together is to arrange for progress reports to be handed in and
delivered orally. The report should describe briefly what the stu-
dent proposes to' do and what the student has-accomplished thus

. far. The oral report can be followed by a discus'sion of relevant
ideas for the article.

Have students write rough drafts. The topic and audience
should be-written at the top of the page. Divide the class into
groups of three and have each student read and make
written comments on the other papers. .Student readers are
friendly editors who should give. more than casual attention
to the appropriateness of the style to the intended audience.
Encourage students to have members of their intended
audience read the article before they actually write the final
draft. Then they can include their comments in the final
revision.

.t1

Since the purpose of the popuilar_article is to inform, 'entertain;
and, possibly, persuade the audience, the format must be appeal-
ing to-the eye. Students should have the manuscript typed, if pos-
sible, and inclUde appropriate graphic,aids. If the article is di-
rected to childrep, the writer should examine some children's
magazines, ,such as Ranger Rick, and National Geographic
World, to see the proportion of illustrations to text., and the
kinds of -graphics -used. Since the audience is-a "real" one, the final
preparation)vill require a considerable-amount of dine and effort...

a
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Have students arrange to present their finished priiducts to
the audience and to someone with -expertise in the topic.
Students should report the responses of both to the class.

t.
9

The format of the popular article depends on the -audience and
purpose. It must be readable:both in style and in arrangement on
the pdge. Even more importantly,, it must be accurate in its pre-
sentation .of information.

LABORATORY1WPORT
Most laboratory experiments performed by students in high'

school and the 'first. two years of college leave little room for in-
novation. The requisite virtue for this type of scientific writing
is accuracy. The hypothesis and procedure for testing are usually
implied'or stated in the laboratory manual. The- teacher often
established a format -for recording and explaining the data. For
many students the most difficult habit to acquire is recording the
data so that they can interpret it accurately from the beginning.
Sirte both student and teacher use the recorded data, it.must be
legible and coherently arranged either to write or to evaluate the
report. (See Appendix 3.)
. The laboratory repOrt used in schools often contains sections
to facilitate conducting an experiment. The report begins with a
statement, usually of no more than one sentence, which specifies
the purpose or objective of the experiment. The statement is
'frequently phrased as a question which the student then answers
in the conclusion. While beginning science students can often
derive the statement from the title and discussion. orf the experi-
ment in the laboratory manual, the purpose of the learner's
experiment is not always the same as the discussion in the
manuals.. In these instances the student should read through the
procedure to arrive at a statement of purpose.

The procedure contains two sections: a description of the mate-
rials and apparatus to be used and the steps to be followed in
conducting the experiment. With the procedure -clearly in mind;
students collect data froth the experiment. They should prepare a
data sheet before the experiment by planning the kind of space
the data will occupy. Often such a sheet is proVided in the manual
or_report form. Random jottings are difficult for the student to
recover for later analysis and for the teacher to evaluate as part
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of the final report. Neatness and organization in recording the
data encourage precision in measuring it.

Discussion of the xesults,_ including discrepancies between ex-'
perimental results. and theoretical expectations, is an important
way for the student to shol.;v understanding of the principles
being studied. While significant differences'between experimental,
results and theoreticiil predictions may point to student error,!
the whble-th-rust of experimental science; is to account for system=
atic differences between theoretical predictions and experimental
results. This accounting is part of the excitement of the labora-
tory. In the discussion of the theory and results of the experiment
the student demonstrates intellectual maturity and understanding
of the framework of science.

Students-should remember that they are writing a report, not
an instruction manual. Discussion should be -a third .person
description, not a series of commands ("The material melted at
348°C" not "Heat the-material to 345°C"): Although the student
is writing a descripti-on-of the experiment, it is not part of a nar-

!ration. The description should focus on-what hqs happened, not
on a series of discrete actions performed by the student. The
distinction is important because the learner needs to understand
the writer's role is that of an objective observer and recorder of
evidence, not that of a participant or character in a story.
. The calculations and conclusion sections summarize the ob-
servations of the experiment and relate the results directly to. the
hypothesis. The calculations section contains the computations
based on the operations described in the procedure section. Data
used in calculations should be presented in tables suitably labeled
and arranged. Sometimes a written description of the method of
computation is cle'...irable; other times sample calculations are suf-
ficient. The conclusion is a summary of what- happened in the
experiment and of the results.. Disagreement between experimen-
tal results and theoretical, data should also be discussed, if rele-
.vant. Finally, i he student shoUld answer or clarify the question
or hypothesis presented at the beginning of the experiment.

G

Using an example of a good laboratory report, discuss
the different sections of the report. During the discus-sion
focus on specific elements and ways of expressing the ideas.
Then have students develop .a checklist for evaluating their
own reports. Such a checklist will be more meaningful coming
from students rather than from the teacher.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY .

SCIENTIFIC WRITING

Project: Meiital- Telepathy

Discuss as a group the idea of mental telepathy. Encourage
students to seek examples of its validity. Have them find articles
about procedures used by entertainers 'to stimulate mental tele-
pathy, accounts of personal-, experiences with .the phenomenon,
and scientific experiments investigating mental telep-athy. Assem-
ble a bibliography, preferably annotated on note cards. Make the
bibliography available, to students at some centrally located place.
After they have explored the literature, have students form a
hypothesis about mental telepathy and design an experiment to
test the hypothesis.

The following is an approach used by one class. Having read
the literature, the students decided to test the existence of mental
telepathy in the class by measuring the success of identifying'
playing cards through this means. As a class. they developed a
definition of the problem based on the reading and personal experi-
ences of the group and formulated some questions based on the
definition. Do 'some people have ESP? Do some have the ability
to send messages-without the- ability to receive them? Do some-
have the ability to receive but not to send messages? Ultimately,
the class settled on a single question: Can a pair of individuals
transmit and receive information via mental telepathy ?.

The students then outlined the procedure for the test. During
this stage they considered several other questions... Are playing
cards useful instruments? Too confusing? Should the test be'
made with numbers? pictures? designs? Should the test "subject
respond 'aloud or in writing? Should thn sender transmit an im-
age of the number or the name of the number? How many tries
will _constitute a reasonable sample? How many people should
participate?

They decided to use a full deck of playing cards with several
pairs of students attempting to transmit and receive the informa-
tion on the card. Within the pairs each student attempted to

171 .
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transmit and receiye. For each pal--s a third student acted as ob-
server, counting the number of successful transmissions, of the
information. With all the data 'recorded, they compared the actual
results with those that could be expected by chance. Once they
completed the carculations, the students_. formed their conclu-
sions, referring to the original question and Some of the literature
they had read_ Finally, they discussed how the experiment might
have been modified or replicated.

As an extension of this exercise, some students could have
written a brief popular article for the school or local newspaper,
explaining the results to a general audience.' The article would
focus! on the conclusions reached .,by the group, the.problems in-
volved:in testing for ESP, arid similar tests reported in the liter-
ature. The,finished papers could be circulated among the class so
that the entire group.couldzselect several to submit to appropriate
chanpels foe the general audience. - .

!

7
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION

As a conclusion to this text on teaching technical and scientificg, we have% included some- statements concerning*generalitirplementation of our ideas in secondary 7Chool, classrooms.Our concluding thoughts are divided into two areas: evaluationand interdisciplinary approaches.

EVALUATION
rh

One of the major realities of our academic systm is evalua-tion. Although we believe it may' be broken into seyeralt sub-categoriesevaluation of the program, feedback to the _studentabout the quality of work, and assessment of the student forsomeone elsemany teachers consider only grading when theydiscuss evaluation. We have separated these three componentsof evaluation because, each requires a different approach, has adifferent audience, and takes different forms.

PRO6RAN! EVALUATION
The primary purpose of program evaluation is to determinehow successfully a particular prograt. has achieved its goals.This necessitates examination of several factors,' including goalsand objectives, audience, and materials. Before we can evaluate aprogram, we should first delineate the goals and objectives. Whatdo we hope students will gain from this particular program? Fortechnical and scientific writing we might h t objectives such asthe ability to write

An effective resume for aparticular position.0, An effective business letter for a specific purposeand audience.
An effective report arca particular subject for a spe-cific audieqe.
A scientific report for a specific audience.
On a scientific subject in terms understandable to ageneral audience.

3-
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Each of these objectives might also be clarified in terms of whatthe evaluators believe constitutes "effective" in each type ofwriting.In addition to the writing itself, the evaluators may wantto consider indirect But equally important effects of the program.Theses might include student attitudes- toward technical and 'scientific writing and toward their own backgrounds and futuresas well as their confidence in interacting with the various audi-
ences of technical and scientific writing. Finally, evaluators shouldconsider teachers' subjective evaluations of the program. Oftenthe rinost important aspects of a program are not readily measur-able by objective procedures. Areas such as student enthusiasm,
ease of instruction, and general importance of tasks .are some-times overlooked when programs are evaluated because they arenot easily tested.

The second and third areas of consideration, audience and
materials, are easier to describe than the goals and objectives. of
a parti.cular program. One of the first questions evaluators should
ask is "Who will read this evaluation?" Is the report for a school
board; principal, other teachers, or only for the particular class-
room teacher? While goals and objectives may not be affected by
the audience, the form of the report and the method of evaluationmightfcliffer according to type of audience. For example, if thereport were for the entire system and school board, evaluators
would probably be able to request outside readers, construct
elaborate questionnaires; and make extensive use of statistical
analysis. If, on the other hand,4the teacher is the only audience.,outside readers probably could not be hired, elaborate question-

,.

naires may not be developed, and the ability and time to conductand interpret statistical analysis may be missing.
- The audience NVill also affect the final form of the report. For

a school.board audience it might be a formal presentation with
graphics and outlines, while brief notes might suffice for thesolitary teacher audience. In short, the audience will help deter-
mine the parameters of both the form of the report as well as themethod of recording the information.

---,Program-evaluators should also consider the materials and
resources----used,Of initial interest- are those used by. students.
Sometimes teachere* as-sume. learners benefit from a particular
text, although the latter may actually-find. the opposite is 'true.
The faulty as"stimption usually comes from faildfe-to-olatain direct
input about the materials from students. During an evaluatioWeif
prograin, students - should have an opportunity to state their
views on materials and resources.
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. Also of interest are the materials and resources used -by the
teacher. Although students may not have.had direct contact-with
these, they may have been influenced indirectly: through the
teacher's idea's and methods. Consequently, all resources, includ-
ing materials consulted.by either teacher or students, should be
examined during a prograin evaluation.

To evaluate a specific program, you might take the_ following
steps:

1. List your goals and obfectiVes and the criteria you
would- use to evaluate achievement of the objec-
tives. For example, for "Write an effective re,
sume" you might list:

Contains no mechanical. errors.
Is visually appropriate.
Highlights items pertinent to poition de-

: sired.
Includes necessary general background in-

formation.
2: Select a random. sample of resumes from your

students, perhaps selecting names from a
your

until you have the number you want. Select a
random sample of resumes from another class
which had not participated in the program.

3. .Code all names and classes.
4. Asktwo other teachers to read the coded resumes

(perhaps a total of 50, 25 per class).
5. Train the readers in the criteria you have estab-

lished for effective resumes. Use some sample-re-
sumes separate froth those selected for the -eval-
uation to help clarify the criteria.

6. Ask the readers to rate the resumes as poor (I),
fair (2), good (3), or excellent (4), according to
the criteria.

7. You can then analyze the results statistically
(e.g., using an independent t-test) or -just com-
pare ratings in each category and determine
where those in the program. fall.

8. Select a random sample of students in the prO-
gram and interview them. During the interviews
delve into their attitudes and feelings about the
major components and goals of the unit as well
as about materials and activities.- This purpose
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could also be accomplished by a questionnaire,
but_ the interview provides more opportunity to
pursue ideas. :

9. List the major experiences included in the unit,
leaving space between each for comment. Have
students rate each experience :arid comment on
its helpfulness, both in the. context of the unit
and relevance for their own lives.
List resources you used to help you during the
unit. Comment on and note each as a coritribia- °
tion to the unit. This may seem nonproductive,
but it will help you in the future and may pos-
sibly help-other teachers immediately.

FEEDBACK. .

Too often teachers confuse giNqng feedback to students with
grading their work. Feedback entails reacting to the content and
style of the work in a meaningful, helpful way so that the writer
will be able to improve the effectiveness of the communication.
Grading the work does not accomplish this end. At best, grading
may affect the improvement indirectly by motivating the. student
to try harder next time. Grading usually indicates the completion
of the task and is viewed separately from the task itself. Feed-
backrhowever, should be incorporated within the structure of the
task so that the student will have .an opportunity to apply the
information immediately. If the opportunity for immediate
application is not provided, much of the information will be
dismissed and forgotten.

Reaction to written work may come from several sources. The
teacher should not be the sole reactor for the student. In the in-
structional composing process suggested in this text, we have
incorporated opportunities for student reaction to other students'
works. Although this procedure is sound, the teacher has to plan
carefully to prepare students for an unaccustomed role. Before,
students can become meaningful reactors, they need instruction
and practice in reacting to others' papers. Teachers know how
difficult it is to provide honest, helpful reactions to student pa-
pers. It is even more difficult for students to perform this task for
their peers. We suggest that teachers lead them into the task
gradually, beginning with nonthreatening experiences and
culminating in full discussion about individual works.
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In early Sharing experiences have students work
pairs, such as Tim and Charlotte. During the first unit have
Tim read his composition to Charlotte without any comment
from her. As he reads, Tim should correct any error or
confusing areas he spots hirnself. Then reverse the procedure
with Charlotte reading her work to Tim, again without com-
ment from the listener.

During a later unit, have Tim read Charlotte's work to her,
stopping when he is confused and asking her for clarification.
A.S- Charlotte clarifies what she meant, she should make notes
for later revision. After Tim finishes reading Charlotte's work
to her,. Charlotte reads Tiin's work to him, following the
same procedure.

Later, the pairs can go over each other's works in detail;
but this 'procedure sh-ould not be rushed, as the initial
tendency will be to approve everything without honest reaction
or revision. At this point, students will need specific guide-
lines, such as looking for modifying words, errors in end
marks arid capitals, etc.

In addition to helping students work together, the teacher
should also provide continual practice in reacting to written
W-Ork. Such-exercises-help studenfsrealiie what is important in a
specific type of writing and also help with feedback sessions.

Write a mediocre composition of the same type which
students are writing. Make copies for everyone as well as an
overhead transparency. Have each student read and grade the
sample composition. Then ask the class for the grades
assigned. Usually, there is a wide variation in grades. This
leads to a discussion of the criteria used by each student in
determining the grade. As 'students state the criteria, list
them on the board, discussing what each means. Finally,
construct a checklist of criteria for that type of writing.' This
checklist may be used during feedback sessions.

After the checklist is forrifed, perhps on another day,
discuss., the kinds of comments which students and teachers
could make about the work which would be helpful to the
writer without being overly critical. An open discussion of the
types of comments and the tone of voice could help consider-
ably in encouraging students to provide real help to each
other instead of only blanket appioval.

o
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The leader also has the responsibility for providing. feedback.
Students can help. each other very productively, but often indi-
viduals need the kind of assistance only the teacher can provide.
This assistance, of course, varies. In some instances; it may be
advanced constructivecriticisrn for the better writers. In other
cases, it may be patient advice for the poorer writers. Sometimes
it must be stern interaction with uncooperative individuals., Re-
sponsibility for this feedback is the teacher's since students have
neither the qualifications nor the authority to provide it. We sug-
gest that the teacher try to conduct these feedback sessions with
individuals o'r small groups of students _during the composing
process rather than after the work has been completed.

While students are working in pairs, 'ask Fred, Jim, and
Mary, who all seem reluctant to interact with others, to meet
with you to discuss their .compositions. Provide specific
suggestions, but limit the number to just a few that can be
implemented immediately. During the next session, ask
Juan, Jan.!' Richard, and Mabel to meet with you to discuss
advanced ..-!..niques for their works.

Ideally, the final source for. feedback is the real audience of the
work. Writers should be encouraged to share responses to their
letters, reactions to presentations, and comments on reports with
the rest of the class. If they received the position For which they
applied, their audience has. provided a positive reaction. If their
presentation/report was criticized by the audience, the criticism
should be reviewed so that others can benefit frbm the experience
as well. Since the ultimate pur,pose of technical and scientific
writing involves communicating with a real audience, the reac-
tion of that audience should be valued highly, not taken for
granted in passing.

For a course or unit in technical writing, it is especially impor-
tant to distinguish between feedback and grading. Since the
student is learning to write clear, unambiguous prose in highly
structured formats, feedback is important as the student gains
control over the skills. The writer needs many opportunities to
revise the work before final submission. Once the work is sub-
mitted, the student loses all further chance to change it. Feedback

7
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from the audience is important here and is analogous to the goal.
It would be useful to tie grades for work to audience reaction
when feasible. The teacher might consider reinterpreting grades
in terms of probable audience reaction. For example, resumes
might be "gradednpn. three categories: "Do not interview," "Call
later if first choice is unavailable," and "First choice."

To the extent that the teacher t;.can be a master-editor and
adviser, the student can make the best use of the teacher's skills
and experience. The teacher must also give the student the
realistic experience of judgment and actual performance. Thus,
the-teacher should lead the student to understand that the grade
is'a symbolic, measure of the particular work submitted, not an
assessment of the worth of the persoh who submitted it. Happily,
the units in a technical writing course are sufficiently self-
contained that a student who does poorly at one task is likely to
do well enough on the next one.

GRADING 7

While the only audience of feedback is the writer, the audi-
ence of.grading is varied, including The student, parents, admin-
istrators, other teachers, prospective employers, and future
academic personnel. Teachers should realize the general impact
of a grade on the studelst, both currently and in .the future, as
viewed by various audiences. The grade sometimes determines
future avenues which a student may or may not pursue.

Many believe grading provides objective information- about a
student's performance. However, this belief confains two fal-
lacies. Firstthe grade is usually mere subjective than objective,
since it reflects a teacher's subjective interpretation of student
work; and, second, many factors other than performance often
enter into the grading procedure..

Subjective :decisions affect any grading process on several
levels. First,. the teacher- decides which ideas reflect a student's
total knowledge of a particular area. While these ideas may serve..
.the purpose for some students, other students may have devel-
oped expertise in the same area but with different surface knowl-
edge. For example, Herb may be able to solve a mathematical
problem following a. different route from that taught in cla'ss,
the teacher assesses knowledge primqrily on the basis of the use
of the technique taught in class, Herb may fail the test, erz
neously indicating lack of knowledge.

Second, the teacher translates the ideas into assessment pro-
cedures, such as tests and papers. Some teachers, however,- con-

Si
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sider papers 'too subjective, so they construct "objective" tests
with multiple-choice or short-answer -questions.' Even here,
personal judgment plays a major role. For example, the choice of
words in a test may confuse a student, or the "incorrect" answers
may actually be "correct" under circumstances not foreseen by
the teacher but imagined by a perceptive student. While Bill may
understand the concept; he may not be 'able to interpret the
qljestion or may see actual application of. the "incorrect" answers`,-
thereby failing the test but possessing the knowledge.

Third, the teacher decides the importance of each component
of the assessment procedure in relation to the other components.
Is completion of ail- the homework as important as a high score
on the comprehensive examination or class `participation? Even in
a single test this decision could make a difference. Is knowledge
of the parts of a plant as important as being able to describe
cross-pollination in detail? With these and many other subjecL
tive choices, feW can argue that a grade is an "objective," imper-
sonal measure of knowledge or ability. (1, 12, 13)- ,

Moreover, the final grade a student receives in a class usually
reflects factors apart from knowledge in that area. While most
audiences of that grade will interpret it as only an indication of

. ability and knowledge in that area, the teacher may often have
allowed behaviors such as neatness, punctuality, language, and
looks to ha e an effect oon the final assessment, either consciously
or subconsc\usly. Several authorities have-indicated that students
who agree with the teacher and cause fewer problems in class
usually receive higher grades than those who do not, even when...- 'the latter actually possess superior ability. {'17) Even when trying
not to consider mechanics and neatness, teachers consistently
rate mechanically correct compositions higher than compositions
of the same content and. style but with more mechanical errors.
g(10) Certainly neatness and mechanical correctness are impor-
tant, especially in 'technical and scientific writing, but these
elements should be expected, not graded. As a pro-spective
employer or; business acquaintance would not expect- substan-
-darfi work, the teacher should not accept work that does not meet

i minimal standaids of neatness, mechanical" correctness, and
general literacy. These qualities are to be expected before
assessment.

With all these problems with grading, teachers are still faced
with 'the responsibility of assessing the student's knowledge and
abilities in-a 'specific area. In meeting this responsibility, tearalers
should acknowledge the limitations of grading and focus directly
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on determining the factors that actually should enter into their
own grading procedure. Once they have specified the important
factors, they should examine the instruments and procedures to
be sure they accurately assess the particular factors.

During a recent study Tuttle devised the following procedure
to assess student performance in composition in three ,areas:
improvement, effort, arid quality. (16, 18)

To assess a student's growth- in writing a narration, he com-
pared' performance on a pre-test with,that on a post-test using
the same stimulus and writing conditions. To 6e sure he was
assessi-g the individual student's growth and hot just relative
class standing at two different times, Tuttle read the pre- and
.post-tests for each student at the same time. A rating was given
for the amount of improvement.

To assess a student's effort, Tuttle kept a writing folder for
each student. The folder included all drills, all rough and final
drafts of compositions, .and all extra work: Since he did not
accept work from a student until it was satisfactory, the. work
in the folder was not graded. To arrive at a rating for effort, he
simply _determined the amount of work the student actually
completed by counting the papers in the folder.

To assess qiiality of writing for an individual student; he asked
each student to select the best composition and rework it. Since
none of the compositions had been graded, the major influences
on the student's selections were interest in the topic and self-
evaluation of content and style. These compositions were read as
a group, using previotnly established criteria as a basis for
assigning a rating.

The final grade was determined b_y averaging the three ratings
for each student: improvement, effort, and quality. These
averages, however, did not always stand as final grades, -as
Tuttle sometimes placed greater emphasis on one area than the
.others, depending on the particular. student. For example, in some
cases the better writers showed little improvement ,since their
pre-test compositions were already very high. Rather than
penalize them for their abilities, Tuttle counted quality and effort
more than improvement. Since all the underlying decisions about
grading were subjective, he felt he should not automatic 11v
disregard his professional feelings about a grade in the
stage.

In short, he examined his goals and activities and ca., f'fully
described the areas which he- felt the final grade in that com-
position course should reflect. Once these aceas were delineated,
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fie explored various methods of assessing abilities and perform-
ance in each. He discarded many of the_ traditional approaches,
such as averaging grades on individual papers written throughout
the semester, because these approaches did not truly reflect
ability or performance in the specific area. Throughout his
assessment, Tuttle acknowledged 'the subjectivity* of the process
and tried to make it fair to the-individual student yet a valid and
professional indication of actual ability and performance.

Meet with other Aeachers to determine exactly what the
major goals of the course are. Then explore ways of assessing
student achievement of these goals.-Keep in mind. That sub-
jective judgments will enter into the procedure in all
approaches, so an "objective" approach will actually not be
any more objective than a'subjective" one. Use Ihe approach
or instrument that, most accurately reflects a stuZent's ability
or 'performance in the particular area.

.. After selecting an approach, examine each component
again to be sure it will.measure what you want to assess and
not something else. Then examine the rating of the student's
performance through the 'approach. What factors will influ-
ence the rater's-decision:. ? Finally, reconsider the final grade
in light of what you know about the student's ability and
pefforrnance.

INTERDISCIPLINARY
Much of a student's experience in school is fragmentary,

broken into eight or more fifty-minute segments: Fever students
find much relationship 'among these fragments, including the
various disciplines they are Tequired to study: While we assume
transference of skills from one subject area to another, teachers
seldom provide direct aid in making these trahsitions. Conse-
quently, only the brighter students consciously utilize concepts.
learned in one subject in other areas. Indeed, in most- schools
both teachers and students find more barriers than bridges to
interaction among disciplines. When we can find appropriate
bridges to connect disciplines, however, we should usc'them for
they may help students transfer at other times as .well, One of
these bridges may be projects involving technical-.and scientific
writing which often involve concepts and skills in several areas.
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1 - ,
.Some attempts to -provide interdisciplinarY'experiences result

in the creation of.spurioUs connections among the various 'content .

-. areas. In such programs teachers from different disciplines try
I to teach everything together, forcing interaction at all times:-

Usually the result is that teachers 'vie for time to teach their
respective areas. Often the teacher of English, for example, .

lb corrects the compositions while the teacher of social studies
covers the =content. The- content of English ,is bypassed..,This-is-
not effective interdisciplinary instruction. Instead, it is forcing
the issue through -logistics rather .than encouraging interaction
naturally through appropriate activities.- We suggest, therefore,
that attempts at interaction across disciplines 'occur- :only when' IT Jappropriate to the activity-in Which students are engaged. If, for. .r .-example, a project equires both mathematical and writing skills,:
teachers of mathematics. -and teachers 4of English should work

students .together to -provide students 'with. valuable _insiglits into their
respective areas Of expertise. I

-:H The key to successful interaction lids in effective Communica-
! ... tion and planning across "all the 'disciplines involved, as well as
1,--respect-for each teacher and-discipline concerned. If theSe.factorS
. are absent,/thf stUdent will probably benefit more by separated,.

i.isolated instruction-because .some important concepts and skills
,,,._. will be IS verlooked.'Even when communication and respect exist,.
'-`:. the interact-Ion should occur naturally, when* the need arises. This

neeir, for example, may be created by assigning-'students projects
which will, require knowledge in several areas and a synthesizing'
of that kno. edge. In the preparation of -a technical or scientific

.-.'-,report, for ex inple, students Will, usually ii`a.ve .to_- use skills,, and
- inforinatio rom several discipline's. ,

In preparation foi interdisciplinary cooperation., teachers horn'
all areas concerned should meet and explore.the various ramifica-
tioniand.responsibilities o the project task:_ What general topics
from the various disciplines will be of interest to all 'students?
How- should this information be disseminated? Who should be
regponsible,..for-dissemination'? -What skills will students need to

. complete their projects? WhO should be responSible for insiruc-*
Ltion in those ,skills? If timid is added to work in some disciplines
'and 'subtracted from others, what -about the- skills and knowl-
...edges in those other disciplines?, Will students- begable to acqui:ce ',
;..;;thie -iiiised instsiictimn later or independently? These' and many

.;::other cOnsiderationg-Shduld be confrorited. before.' a commitment.-.,.. ,. ....; is made to Work Acro5s disciplines in a-forrital manner. _ . .

14.-
. The formal' approach, IlOwever, require some administrative

_~

_ .,
akwell as pedagogic41 considerations:First, the teachers involved

....

-1- Ii- ' ' .I.
. r:,.

I

.:. .;f
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need mutually free time in which to plan interactive projects and
assign responsibilities. This time should be- built into the
schedule as part of teachers' daily routines. Second, someone,
must have overall responsibility for each project. If the final
responsibility remains indefinite, coordination of effort may
falter as each teacher becomes involved in a particular aspect of
-the instruction while no one oversees the total process. Third,
each teacher should have a -strong knowledge of the gcoals and
subordinate skills in a particular discipline. If not, that discipline
may be usurped by other teachers as they stress their own areas
of expertise. Finally, all the, teachers must constantly strive to
ensure natural interaction among content -area's rather than
compel involvement to satisfy logistical considerations. Not all..
areas- require equal input to "every project just because the
teachers are planning and working together.

An alternative to a formal approach to interdisciplinary
cooperation would be to conduct a project in one class and ask

-14theeteaChers to act as consultants to students when needed. This
-approach overcomes Sarrite of the potential problems of the formal
approach, but it still demands a considerable amount of
preparation and communication among all teachers. First, each
should know the others' areas of academic expertise and perSonal
interest. For example; the mathematics teacher may have a strong
interest in canthropology as well as mathematics. This interest
could be. of great value to a group writing a report comparing
contemporary and primitive attitudes toward the role of women
in society. Second, the teacher should also _know the others'
attitudes about acting as consultant. If a teacher does not wish to

o participate, someone elSe should be contacted: Third, time should
be made available during the school day when "consultants" can
`meet with students. This may =rteceSsitate rearrangement of

'--schedules Or sharing of classes. Finally, all should have the
opportunity to --share- ideas about projects -a-rid potential ramifi-
cations. The science teacher, for example, may be able to foresee

- potential involvement or problems with a technical repo-it on -an
environmental issue 'that the social studies teacher might have
overlooked. These insights provide valuable extensions of proj-
ects and promote greater -interaction among teachers in all the
disciplines.

In addition to the various content areas, teachers might also
search ,Jor way to promote active participation from -the
"specialty" teachers, such. as art, shop, and music. Often these

. teachers are able to help students with supporting materials for
reports and presentations whiCh other teachers might not
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anticipate; such as graphics, models, and -background music.
The more legitimate contribution a _teacher can .bring .to bear
on a particular project, the greater the potential of that learning
experience, especially if the involvement is coordinated and
natural.

Have students create a gadget and market it. Begin this
extensive activity by discussing various needs around the
hoMe and school What kind of tool or machine might
make your life easier at home or in school?). List students'
comments on .the board.r -.

Select a few .of the more interesting gadgets and discuss
some of their attributes, such as appearance,' mechanics, etc.
List on the board.

Have students work _in small groups. Each group should' --
select oue.gadget and explore its possibilities and attributes in
-detail. As a fiAll class each group shares its gadget description.
Members of lithe class should ask questions and add to
-descriptions of the gadgets. After- this discussion each small
group ?houla reconvene to discuss- the various steps necessary
to "develop" and "market" its 'gadget. Have each group
design a flow chart for its plan.

Unless students are particularly able and the school hae
'Appropriate facilities,. the gadget will have to be "developed"_
on _paper only. However, students should still design a. scienti-
fic procedure for this process. For this purpose they may haVe
to meet with the science teacher. During this stage the group
should carefully describe the -development of the gadget `sand
submit a scientific report about the gadget Vat the end of the
stage.

Once developed, students are ready to analyze a market
for the gadget. Although there are texts on market analysis,
it might be more interesting and productive to invite a local-
advertiser in to discuss the process. Students= should be pre-pared to use the information in their own procedure for
analyzing the market for their particular-gadget.

As part of the `.market analysis have students design a
survey or public opinion questionnaire for the gadget. In this
survey _they should consider various demographic data such
as geographic distribution, age, sex, etc., as well as cost and
applicability of the gadget. The social studies teach'er should-
be able to help with this aspect. If possible, have the groups
actually conduct small surveys of specific populations to dis-
cover the feasibility of their gadget. After they have conducted
the survey, they should analyze the results. They may need
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help from the math teacher for this analysis. A report
describing the, procedure, findings, and recommendations'
should be submitted at the end of this stage.

Next, have the groups market the gadgets. This phase
includes sending various business letters to prospective
distributors, creating "brochures -. and . advertising campaigns,
writing job descriptions for sales representatives, conduct-.-
ing- demonstrations of the gadget

you
various groups, etc.

Depending upon the yinvolvement, . ou might actually give
students a budget within 'which they have to work for adver-
tising. They then must decide among various media and times,
using advertising costs available from local TV and radio
stations, newspaper,:and magazine offices, etc. After they have
the background information for the advertising campaign,
they .could design the campaign, including art work, com-
mercials, jingles, etc.

Finally, each group should write an inclusive report of its
activities, including involvement of consultants, hypothetical
cost, problems, and recommendations for work with the gadget.

.

a."

te

A

This activity has the potential for involving many teachers
and several members of the-ccimmunity. Although teachers may
see the value of the activity as a learning experience, they
should still list the various skills within each discipline that are.
actually covered through the project.

ita

^J

English
Writing- of reports, businesS letters, job descriptions.,
technical descriptions
Careful selection of visual and verbal symbols to mani-.pulate an, audience Jan approach to critical reaz!Ing and
viewing)
Development of group discussion skills

Mathematics
Knowledge of mathematical terms used in analysis or
data (mean, mode, average, etc.)
Reporting mathematical analysis- in terminology favorale
to a specific purpose
Selection and application of appropriate statistical tests
for analysis of questionnaires
Application of mathematical skills invo lved in establish-
ing and maintaining a budgei

1
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Creation .,,of appropriate visual media to convey mathe7-
-matical concepts (e.g., graphs, charts, etc.)
Use of- probability and other inferential concepts in pro-
jecting hypothesis je.g., profits, costs, etc.)

Social Studies
i'Application of interviewing techniques.
Designing and interprqtini graphs and charts
Knowledge and application of propaganda techniques

flr Knowledge and application of skills involved in _polling
.(e.g., sampling techniques, design of questionnaires, etc.)
Application of map skills involved in demographic analy-
sis of population interviewed
Knowledge of-environmental issues as examined through
analysis of environmental impact of gadget. (e.g., energy
use, permanent, or. disposable gem, etc.)
Knowledge of current social trends - as reflected in con-
temporary advertising techniques

Science
.Designing and applying an operational definition
Applicatioil of appropriate measurement skills
Writing a scientific report .

Designing a scientific method to develop_ and market
gadget (problem solving, writing a hypothesis, observa-
Hon, analysis, inference, identity variable, etc:)

1.0

Art -

Knowledge and application of design skills for advertising
layout
Knowledge and application of 'color; balance, etc., in-_

volved in visual displays cc.

Music
Appropriate application of musical skills in advertising
.campaign

3

-0

ft%
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__ BUSINESS WRITING

This sample resume
was prepared in appli-
cation for a summer
recreation position.

Resume

Since he wants to list
Brazil, he has to include
locations of all schools
separately.

Appendix 1 93

Since the resume Is for
a recreation position,
he highlights activities
pertaining to recreation.

Resuna

Frederick B. Tuttle III
-23 Havenwood Drive
Brockport, New York 14420

Telephone: f716) 637-2444

Education

1969-70: .Comstock E

1970-72 : 01A-Ither E

1972 -74:

1974-75:

1975-78:

1978-present:

Athletic Clinics

1976:

1977:- Cape Cod Sports Clinic:
Maritime Academy

Cmepus S
Sizockpor , New York

Escola Arne:Loan do Rio deJaneiro,
Brazil j_ -

Brockport Middle School, Brockport, New York

MdQuaid Jesuit High School, Rochester, New York

ementary School, Syracuse, New York

ementary School, Brockport, New York

aol, State University of New Yor k,

Rio de Janeiro,

,AAU Swimming Camp, BrOckport High School

1977:

1978:

Grmnaaiics
Brockport,

aGymnastics
Stockport,

Athletic Activities

1976-78:

1972-78: Little Guy Soccer, Spring/Summer League,
Brockport, New York

Soccet, Massachusetts

Clinic, State Unilieisity of New York,
New York

-Clinic, State -University of New York,
Now York

Middle School Soccer Team, Brockport, New York

1978-present:

2978-present:

s-

McQuaid Jesuit High School,. Varsity

McQuaid Jesuit High School, Varsity

Soccer Team

Swimming Team

0
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7.*

Although some of these
experiences may seem
minor, they demonstrate .
dependability, reliabili-
ty, and some athletic
ability.

He stresses-recreational
aspect of travels. Had
the position been moreacademic, he Might
have- listed these as"Extensive travel
through major Europe-
an cities and countries"
and. cited more cities
such as Paris, Barce-
lona, Rome, etc.

Related Work Experiences

1970-78:

1976:

1977:

1977-78:-

0

Babysitter

Substitute Soccer Coach

Newspaper Carrier

Const,tion

Travel Experiences

Assistant

Camping vacation in EUrope (countries: Germany,
Spain, Austiia, France, Luxembourg, Andorra)

Aamping vacation in United States (from Maine to
California)

One year in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Languages

Portugeae: ' Speaking and reading--

Spanish: Reading

Italy,



This sample resume
was prepared In 'appli-
cation for a position
to work with preschoolchildren as aide In a
day-care center or rec-
reational program.

Resume
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She-includes special
courses and programs
relevant to activities" --that might be part of
the position.

RIEgei

Robin Elisabeth Collins
16 Arnold Park
Rochester, Now York 14607

Telephone: (716) 442-4734

Education

1975-77:

1977:-present:

Fall 1977:

1973:

1972-78:

1972-76:

Monroe Junior-Senior High School.
Rochester, New York

Our Lady-of Hero, High School,
Rochester. New York

Archaeology. Rochester Museum and Science
Center. Excavated.,18th century Indian Village
under guidance of Museum archaeologists.

Pottery. Rochester Art Gallery`

Plano student of MA'Shella Signer

Dance. 'Studied ballet at Rochester Dance Center.
/'Studied ballroom dancing at AIlendali-Columbia
School.

Extracurricular Acciviiies.

1977-78:

I977-present:

April 197&;.

1976-78:

.1972 - present:

HOmeroom representative to Catholic Stud nts
'Missionary Crusades. Supervised and en ertained
young children at INCS Bazaar.

Yoming People's Fellowship (St. Thomas Episcopal
Church), member of steering committee. Duties
include planning proeram-for the year and organizing
weekly meetings. Member of "rent-a-group," group of
members who do household chores to finance YPF
activities.

Stage crew. Mercy High School Children's Theatre
production of Alice in Wonderland

Piano accompanist for Suzuki violin class

Member of Junior Choir-end Chancel (adult) Choir
of St. Thomas Episcopal Church

She shows the variety
of experiences and abil-
ities she can bring, to
the position.

0

She emphasizes activi-
ties which highlight su-
pervisory responsibility
and organizational abil-
ity.

sa
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These experiences are
important to mention
because of recreational
possibilities.

L.

By listing "babysitting"
under' "child care," she
emphasizes ',her., ability
to work with young chil-
dren:

1972-77: Camping experience at residential and day camps
and overnight camp-outs
Summer 19772 Soccer Camp. Allendale-Columbia
Schools
Summer 1975: Camp Pinewood, Residential Girl
Scout Camp
Summer 1972-74: Camp Arrowhead.. YMCA day camp

Child -Care- Zxperience

1975-present: Babysitting expeiience with children from six
o months to eight years_____

a

Personal Data

Birth:

Height:

Weight:

March 28..1963

5'5"

99 lbs.

Hobbies and Skill.

ti

Cooking (I have prepared four-coutse 'dinners from planning to
cleanup for up to 10 adults) .

Gardening and lawn care

Writing. dancing, crafts. sports

This activity; shows re-
sponsibility.

A " 4

/.

The hobbies and skills
stress variety of inter-
ests. -

ti
p
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The following is a* job description'for workers in the field of
animal care. We compiled this description from information* in
a high school- guidance office. Teachers may compile their ovyn.

J job descriptions of positions of particular interest to their stu-
dents from resources. in their Own guidance and counseling offices.

O

Animal care means providing services related to the health and
well-being of animals. Examples .of workers in this group include
Horse Exerciser, Dog .Groomer, Veterinary-Hospital Attendant,
Stable Attendant, and Animal Caretaker.

I"

Work. Performed.-
7

What are die tasks usually performed by workers in
this field? Workers- in this field take care of animals by
performing such taskk, as providin feed and water,
including any required" special-di-6f; providing and taking
care of shelter, such is stables or kennels; training and
exercising them; grooming them, including shampooing,
brushing, and clipping; and treating minor illnesses or
injuries. Some workers in this group specialize in the.care
of a Particular kind of animal such as horses or dogs.
Others maw work at zoos, pet shops, laboratories, or for
veterinarians.

Worker ReqUirements.
What qualifications are needed?. Workers in this field

must (1) like animals and be concerned with their well-
befng; (2) be able to use .hands -'and fingers rapidly and
accurately; (3) be able to move rapidly and to coordinate
the movement of their eyes,' hands, and' feet; (4) .be able
to adjust to the routine. of unchariging. tasks; and (5) ,
maintain the physical strength required for work task's.

* Specific informatiOn taken from The U.S. _Army. Career and 'Education
_Guide, student Edition, pp. 3-193,3-194.

a
-
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a

Clues for Relating Applicants and 'Requirements.
What personal characteristics and experienes suggest

further exploration in this field?
1. Owning and caring for pets or work animals.
2; Part time work experience in a kennel or stable.
3. Interest in the welfare of animals.
4.. Good physical condition.
5. 4-H, scout or school science_ projects involving the
care of animals.

--Training and Methods of Entry.
What preparation is needed and how is employment

obtained? Workers in this group find Opportunities for
employment in large cities where there are many pets and
services for their care, and in rural areas where breeding,
raising, and caring for animals is an important source of.
income. Beginning workers are usually assigned simple
tasks and advance to more difficult tasks through on-the-
job experience.. The U.S. Army offers one training
program for army occupations which fall in this group. It
is open to new enlistees.

tzrzit,.

Qualifications Profile.
General Educational Development (GED).

Most jobs in this group require the following level-of
educational development: the ability to apply common
sense understanding inr carrying out detailed but routine
written rir spoken instructions and to make occasional
decision; involving changes from established procedures;
the ability to apply mathematics and language skills
usually acquired by the-end of sixth grade.

Interests.
Workers in this group usually prefer:

1. Activities of a routine, definite, organized nature--
rather than "activities .of an unusual, indefinite nature
which require creative imagination.

a
0
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2. Activities which involve direct pe'rsonal .contact, tohelp people or'deal with them for other purposesratherthan_ activities which are nonsocial and involve the use.%;" of machines, processes, or melhods.
3. Activities concerned with people and the communica-

. Lion of ideasrather than activities dealing with things frfand objects.

Temperaments. f.
Workers in this group must usually adjust to the fol-lowing kinds of working conditions or situations:-

_1. Performing a variety of dulies which may often c,
,change. .

. ,2. Poing things only under specific instructions, allowinglittle or no room for independent action or ju-dgmerit'in,working out job problems. -
3. "Rating information using standards that can... bb. -measured of checked.

a

Physical Remands...
a

`The following physical activities rn4gyr-be required ofworkers in this group: . . - - - .- . .

1. Heayy lifting and carrying (no more thana0Opourids),2. Stooping, kneeliftg,&ouchingz/and/or crawling.3, Weaching, handling, finkerirrg, and /pr feeling.4: Seeing-to determine size, shape, distance, motion,.or color.

a

a.
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Lettei4 of Inquiry

416 PLeilsant Street
Happytewn,,liew York 14706
September 19, 197d

Dr. Eleanor O'Brien. Principal
Janesville High School
Jamesviile, Oklahoma

0
Dear Dtv. O'Brien:

My family will move to Janesville in December when I wilt enroll as
snidr in high school: I want to make sure that I can transfer

cr-sdit for the courses II am currently enrolled in and that the acs-
dealic requirements of the-courses I am taking are similar to those
at. Janesville High School.

o

1.. I am taking Advanced Placesommt English and plagL to take the
examinstionin May 1979. Do you offer a similar course, or can I
errang. for special tutoring to bep.-zpared for the.AP exam?

2. Ivam taking Typing I.
achieved 30 wpm.with three
the snd of November. Will
Typing I class in December?

My'teacher. expects that students have
errors on a timed 15-minute writing by
this standard qualify me to enter your

3. I have played VIrsity Lacrosse.for three years. Will I be
eligible to compete on the Janesville High School team?

Knowing mote about the high school program wit). help me plan for a
smooth transition. I look forward to meeting you in December.

sinc!rely.

James Futbright

Mb

1

The simplified block
style minimizes spacing
problems since all.parts
of the letter are flush
with thd left margin.

:.Double, spode between
sections of the latter
err.ept for space be-
tween. return addressand inside , address,
which may range from
ten to three spaces de-
pending on the length
of the body.

In this brief Introduc-
tion he, provides 'perti-
nent background for the
Inquiry.

Triple space between
paragraphs when pare-
graphs are not inden-
ted.

He separates the ques-
tions into ntimbered =
Items for ease' of ready
ing and responding, ar-
ranging them from most
to least important.

He presents himself as
en efficient, polite,inter-
ested

VS.
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The modified block
style Is one-of.the most
common arrangements.
it differs from block
style only in indented
paragraphs.

Letter of Complaint

. The writer exprains why He explains complica-
this complaint has-not led circumstances as remedy expected..
been settled at a lower . fully as possible in a

logical or chronologi-
cal sequence.

He is explicit about the

Mr. Carlos Escholtz,-cPresidenc
Sav-U Discount Store
14 State Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610

fylo

Dear Mr. Escholtz:

My business Law teacher has advised me t
problem I have been unable to resolve satisfa

the manager of the Columbus Sav-U branch.

1.946,19ybee Street
Col bus, Ohio 43216,
January 3* 1979

write directly, to you about .a
tority with Mr-Jamison AndreweiJ

d-

In October .I ordered six copies of the Group's new version of "All of
You" op the quickie label from Sav-U's record department. When-the-order
arrived, 'I stored the package in a cool room.ln an upright position. I did

/not open ituntil Christmas Eve when I was prepared to wrap the records. At
that time I_. discovered that two of the records were badly warped and one lacked
a perforation for the spindle. I had to go out of town with my family until
New year'A Day. .When.I returned the three defective records on 2 January, the
manager oWthe record department infor:1;ed me that no refunds are made for merchan-
dise purchased more than 30 days earlier. He also said that they had discon
tinued the Quickie label and couldn't refund my money even IA,' met the 30-day
requirement.V When I spoke with Hr. Lndrews,'he repeated the record wager's
explanation and told me to leave the store and not return until I had a haircut
and was properly dressed (I was wearing a personalized T-shirt and overalls).;

Hr. Escholtz, I an out $4.00 for the three.records through no fault of my
own. I believe Sav-U owes me a refund and an mipology. Most of the record
department's customers are teenagers whose appearance may not ault'Mr. Andrews,
bUt we do spend our money at Sav-U. I hope you can restore my faith in the
*:'eblumbus Sav-U.

fa.

Sincerely,

Benjamin.Stein
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REPORT WRITING

Note Cards
(4X6 Or 5 x 8)

f.
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Weisman. Basic Tech. Writ.. 1968

...organized, factual. and objective information
brought by a person who has experienced or accumu-
lated it-to a person or persons who need it. want
it. or are entitled to it."

def. of report -

/
Note Card No. 1.

/,
l ,

Paraphrasing of th9 sectiOn.from 'Which.the quotation
.,.
on Note Card No..1 came:

, - i

S

y
.Report:

Weisman. RABIC Technical Writing; p. 98

Latin:, reportare--"to bring back"; hence report
is the medium through which the researcher transmits,

----informaiion-in'usable-form"to-an'appropriate-receive7.
Information C'organized. factual. and objective").'
Rece$Ver ( "persons who need it [information). want it.
or are entitled to it).

?tote cliaracceristics and three elements:.

definition'

. ,ETzatain with t.211.. medium
report IReceiver .3

Each card contains one
idea so that it can -bearranged and rear--
ranged easilyvery im-
portantl but sometimes
forgotten in writer's
haste.
' -

Topic helps indicate po-
tential use in final re-
pbrt.

Give'. enough informa-
tion to match with
°graphical card.

'Direct quotation is giv-en so that writer will
know exactly what was 1-
saidcan changer in fi-
nai report. if necessary',
or use as a quotation.

Direct quotation as no-
ted keeps writer from
unconsciously rewriting
a . summary note too
close to the original
woreling" of the source.

"Common knowledge"
'such as can be found
in dictionary, etc., doesnot have to be foot-.
noted.

Writer may want to use
these exact phrases.

Writer records idea for
using the definition in
structuring the papist-.

No. 2 Paraphrased Note Card
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-Bibliographical Card

fj

(3 x 5)

O

Weisman, Herman H. Basic Technical
Writinsk. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.
Merrill Publishing Co.. 1968. -

good text for advanCed tech. .

writing; covers'all areas in
depth; provides several good
examples; well written.

This card makes it ea-
siest' to put sources in
alphabetical order in
-bibliography.

Card is written as it''
would be in bibliogra-
phy. -

General comment gives
Impression of book (op-
tional but practical for
future reference).
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to that sander, re-iver, subject, and
to are usually printed
memo form. In any

se, ,this informationould appear at the
3.

"

Memo

Some background is
provided but not overly
-detailed.
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Specific directions areset off from text and
'numbered.

;AK-0- SERVICES

TO: Jason 'Everts

FROM:. Evelyn Hickes

SUBJECT: Completion of cost efstima es for Mr. Carlos Lopez

DATE: April 15, 1977

0

Thia.morning I received your report on eats of electrical equipment
and. labor to install our alarm system, but I does not include the cost
of override switches called for in the Lopez specifications:

1. If the override function is included in system
-model A-165, send me a copy. of A-165 soecifica-

- 'tions. and wiring diagram.

2. If the override function is not included in
system-model A-165, Send me e revised estimate
including Coat of switches and cost of labor
-to modify our system And install the switches
at the locations specified.

I SmaE have the estimates by 5 P.M. Friday,, April 22, because
Um meeting with Mr. Lopez to go over our'estimatea-eirly Monday'

morning.

C
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Police Report.

Note the memo format: ...-
ffom one member of an
organization to another,.
brief and directive,
numbered items.

r

MAJOR CITY FOLIC DEPARTMENT
June 36 14787-

TO: " Lt. B. B.C. Rogers, fPlannirig
FROM: Chief R. G. Bills

SUBJECT: Planned Citizens' Rally,- July 28, 1978
t;

1. Request received and approved from Mri. R. G. Power,s, coordinator for
"Citizens' Rally for Better Housing,".on July 28, 1978, 10:00 A.M.-
12 noon.

2, Initial intelligence reports indicate the rally may have political
as well as economic complexion.

...

3. .Arrange fbr personal-as well as public security. Historically, this
group has'been conservative in nature; however, if. intelligence re-
ports indicate outside influenae, take appropriate action.

.

:
..,.i.

.
. . t.

A-1

a



s -

The Items are num-
bered- and separated
for clarity and ease- of
writing and readirig.

t._

0
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The writer Is more
as, concerned with clarity

than with style. Accu-
racy and understanding-
are essential.

TO:

MAJOR CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

Chief R. G. 151118

July 15, 1978

FRONT: B. C. Rogers, Tactical Planning

SUBJECT: Citizens' Rally, July 28, 1978 Intelligence Summary

7. ... 7.1 '
1.' Time, Location, and Schedule: The rally ii scheduled to begin at lO:OO A.M.

and will be held at arvacant lot at Bircland Silver Street. The area is
currently under the jurisdiction of the Urban Renewal Agency. They have no

, objections to the event. The-raljy group has filed an insurance coverage ,
form With the City Corporation Counsel. The area to be'utilted is a square
city block approximately 1120 feet long and 960 teat wide. Bordering streets-
are 'Bind ue on north, Silver. Street on south, Casey,Street on east, and

.Thomas S ree west.
.

.

,. _.
.

.
.

.

t. The event is o draw attentionand support for a proposed Aow-income housing
development t, the rally location.

3
. -

There a three leaders of the rally. Robert G.- Powers, a mile, 45 years _

old (DO 314-33),'Is employed by G b C Metal Fabioicating, 113 Jones Street...-
No Prior riainal record, very active in communery affairs. He 'has full
community upport and is well respected by both low-incolie and affluent
members of r compunity. He is assisted by George P..Cartier,'s male, 38.,
years old (DO ), 2215 Goff Street, employed by ACtion_for an Active
Community, a local. organization, publicly funded. He hal a prior juvenile,
record (car-theft) and is currently under investigation for a.atate position
in public housing.- All inquiries and investigations are.favorable. The
third member of the organizing committee is-Arthur A. Stock, Ss male, 59 years

,Old (DOE 1130-18). He resides at 127 South Prince Street, St: Louis, Mo. .!
He is a semi-retired attorney who specializes in community 'organizaiion.-
Captain R. O. Case, St..Louis P.D.,- reports Stock is well respected,:a loyal
citizen. He enjoys excellent reputation and has a large.law practice' managed.
by Us son. Rallies in other areas coordinated by'Mr. Stock have been ue-
cessful, peaceful, and well-structured. Other volunteers for the day.have-.-

. been checked;_and no eriouproblems are anticipated. They will be identi-

.1iad by blue arm bands. A list will be furnished to Capt. G. A. Carr,' 7th
District Commander,. who will_sWpirvlse_detail_at_event.

It is estimated that a crowd of 850-950 per:lidos will be present. The area
can comfortably accommodate 1200-1100 persons, as per'Eattalion Chief I': M.
O'Reilly, Major City Fire Department.

'5. The weather bureau at the Major City Airport states the weather on July 28will'be.moderste-,A-frontal systeis is forming but may not-affect the 28th.
COnstant updates will-be-provided.

0
. The .commnity is.supportive of this event, and no problems are anticipated

.from outside groups. '

!v.
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7. Intelligence Team 4 reports several known burglarsare planning everal
daytime jobs at houses of those in attendance. Photos and plate numbers
are provided to district cars. A stakeout is. planned. This is seven
t,blocks from rally; no conflict is anticipated.

8. There are seven taverns in the general vicinity of the rally. The owners .

.'have been contacted and will not open until one hour after rally -is con-
cluded. They were all very cooperative in this matter.

9. The rally area will be cordoned off two blocks away for pedestrian traffic .

only. An emergency and dignitary car route has- beet? iitablished from 'First

to Bird Street. The emergency entrance to hospital is on First Street, and
the main line expressway entrance is also on First Street.

10. Congressional candidate B. L. Ralph, state senatorial candidate C. B.
Clarke, and Vice-Mayor R. T. ltovie have indicated they will speak.--
Agent I. L. Case, Secret Servjce; Captain K. C. Crul.i State Police;--
and Inspector P. S. Dell, Major City 11:9)., have been coordinatink VIP
security. a

Jr

11. A command post has been established for the event'in the third floor of-
face of R.. V. Stone & Sons Moving & Storage.Company, 136 Casey Street.
A full, unobstructed view of the event is available from that location.
Mr. Scone states no charges will be incurred by the city. T/Sgt. K. C.
Sparks will install portable radio equipment 7/27/78 at the command post.

12. A 50-member emergency response team will. be stationed at the-city D.P.W.
garage at Root and Thomas Street with full ordinance: They will be in
place at 8:30-A.M. One hundred fifty.additiOnsi E.R.T. members will be
on pager call. -Ithas°bWen-determined that a low police profile will.'be
-maintakeed. with two-officers at each barricade one two-man car at each
<Orner post. Seven undercover officer. will mingle leith.crowd and report
any Problems. Radio frequency TAC '!7" will be used by detail.

L3. A firstgeid van will be parked at the northeast corner of the area. It
will be staffed by volunteer personnel from Major City Hospital-

.

14. Parking will be at a lot located-at May and Paul Street at no charge.
Buses-will be directed_to park' at.the rear of B & B Trucking, 1051.Tacoma
Avenue.

O

15.
c

A debriefing will be held at Room 465, Major City Public Safety Building
at 4:00 P.M. 7/28/78. This will be attended by all unit command officers
and tactical coordinators, Units 2, 3, and 6. ,
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MAJOR CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

July 30, 1978
1

TO: Chief R. G. Bills

FRC:MC t. B. C. Rogers, Tactical Planning

8118)ECT: itfzens' Rakty, July 28, 1978 .

I. The. rally commenced as scheduled at 10:00 A.M.' It concluded peaceably
at 12:35 P.M. There were no unexpected 43rablerns. Nine arrests were
effected on the premises without any incidents.

2. The flow of traffic was obstructed by an unexpected break in the water
main at the 500 block of Queen Avenue; however, this was compensated_
for by Capt. G. C. Paul, Traffic Division. .

s -

3. The crowd estimate was set at 975. The persons arrested, were as
follows:

3 Disorderly Conduct
--1 intox.
--1 male masquerading.as woman
---1 male subject using female restrooms
Dangerous Drug Possession

4 .Grand Larceny (pickpockets)
9

Also, the tactical stskeout team apprehended two sub)ects committing
house burglary 1127 Stone Avenue. See attached T.S.0.T. report.

4. Respeccully request letters of appreciation be sent to the iolldWing:

R. V. Stone & Sons Moving "and Storage Company
B & B Trucking
T. C. Skein, Major City D.P.W. Supet4isor

00

Members of the same
organization would un-
derstand abbreviations

a while people outside
might not.
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41. Abstract

This repoii Investigtes the need for a crossing
guard at the corner of Benham S Creek
Avenue. The first part o'f the repallEurveyi the
number of children between the ages of 5 and 12
who cross' this intetsection on their way 3o a41
from School 14. Between .75 and '138 children cross=
the intersection .between 8:05 A.M. and- 8:15 F.M.
and between 2:35 p.m. and 2:41; P.M. on school
days. The second section of the' report _analyzes
traffic flow in the intersection 16-etween-7-:45 A.M.
and 8:30 A.M. and between 2:25 P.M. and 3:00
P.M. The traffic flow east into the intersection on
Benham Street is heavy in the morning period,
moderate in the afternoon period. The traffic flow
west into the, intersection is rnoderate'rnorning and
afternoon. The traffic flow south into the intersec-
tionfrom Creek Avenue is light in_the morning
period and heavy in the afternoon period. Traffic
fltlw north from Creek AN;enue is light morning
and afternoon. The data strongly ,suggests -that a
crossing guard is needed at this intersection. from
8:00 A.M. to :ZO A.M. and from 2:20 P.m. o
2.:5ta `r.M. `C' .s i. report further; concludes that a
traffic light t:eay be necessary 'to= control traffic at
this intersction in the near future.

tZ

O

The abstract is- a' sum-
mary of the important
infornratIrm conta'ined
in the report and fol-
lows the title page of
the repc1. Abstract
helps reader find the
section the reader wants
to stuav further.

. .

The abstract dpes not
. include all 'data, only
the most pertinent.

ConciusWns need to be
specific.

0 ar
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,

--Letter of Transmittal

The letter of transmittal
is an official record
iipat arequested report
has been submitted. It
is not necessary in in,
formal reports. Lt is the

_first Item in a formal
report. .

Ho proVides some Indl--
cation of report but
states itvery briefly.

- -

Ha concludes with n 121*-
Atatement of what is
included in the report.

a

14 rri treet
08042bak Groves, I

a-

MIL Carina *mulct
English Department
Township High School O

Oak Groves, Illinois 0804;

Dear. Ms. Fsuld:

This report on student .pvefereuces about
7114S cafeteria is hereby submitted in dap
one copy for you sand one for. Mr. George
Food.Services.

egetables served in the
'sate as you requested,.

The report iiicIudes a survey of vegetables served in4THS ezafe7
teria during the-school year 1976-77, results of a survey of
student prt;ferences, and my recommendations.

wa

:Sincerely, .

a

1 0

-7777-7-
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Sample ReportrFormat
Z.7

20-

7

1. Title page

2. Abstract (approxiinately 250 words)
5

3. Table of contents 10`

Cr

4. Introduction . 0

4.1 cPuipose. , subject, p-oblem Tell reader what you
are going to talk about:

4.2" Background (when necessary) who, what. when, where.
why.

ProCedure (how)
5:1 How gathered, sources, tests, techniques

used
5.2 Number of samples, number of partici-

.

pints, requirements
5.3 How information or samples . analyzed,

statistics computed, comparisons made

6. Results. (repdrt of findings dining the pro-
cedure)

7. Discussion of results, implications, and recomr
mendations

. 'Appendix

9. Bibliography

0

refeentes used in: feport
o r.

Give steps taken tip
acquire data for anal-
ysis and how it will .La
analyzed.- o

Provide fac
of what happ ned.

it account

Here you j-can cite more
° research and refer to

introduction.

-Is
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'C-...

Sample Laboratory
.

Report Form

Object or Purpose
Explanation of the theory underlying the experimetit and its
relationship to the object of the experiment) the final question
or hypothesis...

Procedure
Explanation of the steps needed to implement the experiment;
list of apparatus and materials to be used; formulae or equa-
tions which will be used to perform the calculations.

Data
of the

-'7'''finder. procedure:
r ;

Calcplations
Includes sample 'calCulations
presented in tabular fOrm.

results. Of file measurements described

as well as`- calculated -results.

I
Errol- Analysis_

4'Explanation of why the writer's
predicted results do not agree.

Conclu-siOns
Answers the question
any other conclusions
analysis 'of error.

experimental' results and
.c

asked or implied in the Object and
nbased'o the data, calculations, and

NOTE':. This format-1s based on forms for laboratory reports in seV-
.

eral science areas. It, may be adapted 'a's the teacher wishes' to fiti
various kinds of expe?iments and particular classes...

.

xo \,
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A

Selected Resources
1. REGULAR SOURCES' FOR THE TECHNICAL

WRITING TEACHER
CI

12:1

Journals
. ..

. .
Journal of Technical Writing and Communication, ed-.-1-. -Jay R. Gould.

Published quarterly by Ba).rwood Publishing Company, 43 Central
Drive, Farmingdale; N.Y. 11435. .... .

Technical Communicationi---Published--quarterly- by?----the-JSoclety:'::for

20005.. .

, d....
Technical Communication,..3.01.0.Vermont-A-V--enize, Washington, D.C.

The 'Techn:cal Writing Teacher. Published three times a year by the
AssociatiZn of Teachers of Technical Writing, Morehead State Uni-
versity, Morehead, Ky. 40351.

Contains short articles about teaching technical writing that are
of intirest to teachers at all levels. Also reviews selected textbooks.

i .

Books. and Aiticles , . .-
-.., /,/

BeakleY, George C., Jr., and Autore, Dortald. D. Graphics for Design
/and Visualization. New York: Macmillan Co., 1973. .

/4Cunningham, Donald and Estrin, Herman. A. The Teaching of Tech:
nical Writing. Urbana; Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English,

5./ 1975. . . % .

A collection of articles about the purposes and strategies in teach-
ing technical writing.

Dyers, Robert D: "The Relative Effectiveness of Proposal Approaches
4 An Experimental Study." !Technical Communication 22. (First

Quarter 197a): 9-11. d
. .A study of the Characteristics of an effective proposal by a consul-

tant specializing in developing proposals submitted to the federal
government. . ... .. .Estrin, Herman. "Engineering iStudents Writes Science Books for

Children." The Technical Writing Teacher 1 (Winter 1974): 1-5.
'Describes- Professor Estrin's assignment to civil engineei-ing stu-
dents-to teach adaptation of materials to audience.

'Ewer, J. R. and Latorre, G. A. A Course in Basic Scientific English.
New York: Longman, 1975. .

Harris, .john Sterling. "So You're Going to Teach Technical Writing':
A. Primer for Beginners:" The Technical Wrjting Teacher 2 (Fait
1974) : 1-6.

Discusses the nature of technical writing, who .should teach it, how
the teacher gets additional training.
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Kamm, Isabelle M. "Technical Writing for Science Students.". Wall,
_N.J.: Wall High School, 1977. - ,

Mimeographed course descriptions for technical English.
"SYllabusTechnical English." Wall Township Public

Schools, N.J.: Wall High School, 1976. .-. -

Includes list of units, objectives, and sample lesson plan.
Keatley, Lu. Career and Personal Record Book. Specialty Book (P.O.

Box 1785, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106). .- _

A collection of samples of documents frequently used, frbm income
- tax forms to check stubs and, credit card receipts. -

Rainey, Bill G. "ProposaL_WritingA- Neilectren nf instruction."
Journal of Business Communication 12 (Summer1.974): 30-39. .

<' Suggests that more proposal writing be taught, and describes ob-
jectives for a course or unit on proposal writing, as well as student _

activities. -- .

Schindler, George E., Jr. "Why- Engineers . and Scientists White as
Prose."They Do-Twelv Prc--in*Characteristics of Their -e." IEEE Transactions.

on Professional Communication 18 (March 1975): 5-10.
Contrast .technical with nontechnical prose to explain the differ-

. ences. Gives illustrations of differences.
Sparron, .W. Keats and Cunningham,- Donald H. The Practical Craft:

Readings for Business and Technical Writers. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1978. . , _-

A collection of articles about business and technical writing -de-
signed for the . student in a college techniCal writing course. For
high school teachers, the collection provides an introduction to the
purpose of technical writing and examples of the style and strate---
gies of technical writing.

"Write a Better Instruction Manual." Machine Design 57 (January
_23, 1975): 117. -.. .

Brief practical advice,in writing effectiv-e instructicats.

2.' STYLE MANUALS,
Almost every 'field has its own style manual, as do many large.
corporations. The teacher may want to collect -same of these
publications. Strunk and White is concerned with word choice, usage,
and diction rather than footnote and bibliographical form. All three
are standaid works.

Man -ual or.StyteRe_v. 12th ed. Chicago: Univeisity of Chicago
preis,

Strunk, W:, Jr., and White, E. B. The Elements of Style. 2nd ed; New
York: Macmillan Co., 1972. -

A classic reference tool for writers whiCh provides specific sugges-
tions to improve style, including sentence structure, word choice,
and mechanics.

United States Government Printing Office. Style Manual. Rev. ed.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1967.
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3. RESOURCES FOR IMPLEMENTING THE
COMPOSING PROCESS
Blake; Robert W. and Tuttle, Frederick B., Jr. The Albion Project.

Albion, N.Y.: Albion Central School, 1977., ED 146,. 590.. -

This-report describes the rationale and.procedures..used in .:estab -
77:11shing a composition -based curriculum, 1C-12, at Albion/Central

School, Albion, New York. An interim report containing sugges-
tions for follow-up work.

and . Composing as the Curriculum: A Guide for
Instruction in Written
Albion Central School, 1

A complete report of
English/language arts
rationale, scope and
plans for each grade.

Composition, Grade K-112. Albion, N.Y.:
978.

--kmthe ,establishment of a compoliti-o-K-ba sed:.
program, K-12. Included Vin the 'report are
sequence of activitiestnd sample lesson .

Dumas, Terry. "Using the ComposingProcess with Seventh Graders."
Master's thesis, State. University of New York, College at Brockport,
1978. ..

A replication of an earlier study (Tuttle, 1977), this thesis supports
the use of the composing 'Process as an instructional procedure.
The- major results were that the experiMental group improved sig-

.. nificantly in quality, usage, and fluency and also showed superior
gains over the.contol group in. each of these areas.

Tuttle, Frederick B., Jr. Composition:- A Media Approach. Washing-
ton, D.C..: National Education Association, 1978..

--A practical approach to implementing the composing process in the
classroom. _Included in the text are vmany classroom "actiyitifs
illustrating how .various media may be used to lead 'the studerit

0. through. the composing .process in narration and exposition. Also
included is a' section on production ofl media in the "classroom
and grading.

"Irondequoit Composition Study: A Follow.-Up."' Report.
Irondequoit, N.Y.: Irondequoit High School, 1978.

To determine if the students in the experimental group froin.. a.
.,previous study" (Tuttle, 1977) continued their growth, a small
'sample was followed into tenth grade. The main finding was that
their compositions continued to improve Significantly in quality,
usage, and fluency.

Gifted and Talented Students. Washington, D.C.: National
Education Association, 1978.

A review of current research in education of the gifted and
talented in the United States. Included in the text are character-

-istics of the gifted and talented arid, problems in identifying them,
as 'Well as program development to Meet their special needs. Also
included is an examination of some special. issues such as the
disadvantaged gifted and the teacher of the gifted:
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4.11/Witten Composition: Integrated Approach Following the
Composing Process." Report. Irondequoit, N.Y., 1977. ED 146 587.c1._

An investigation of the effdctiveness of using the composing pro-
cess as an instructional.- procedure in ninth grade. _This study:_ _

demonStrated significant- growth within the experimental group
and, significant gains of the experimental over the control grotiP':7:1
in quality, usage, and fluency. Included in this report are lessons t
used, evaluation instruments, and bibliography as well as the
report of the investigation itself.

41
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An Otlier Class.

Real. Audiences.
and Situations

Appendix 4 '3125

Have the class compose on the board a letter of inquiry,
memo, or set of directions which the.other class will answer'.
Find writing jobs that people want done in the school (e.g.,
science teacher may need directiops for using equipment,
lower grade teacher may need directions for younger stu-
dents).
Establish a c.,=corre'spondence between two schools (e.g.,
requests for information, projects, etc.).

Other SchoOl
Groups .

.0 Could the PTA use- a newsletter or help in producing an
.. existing one? Students could_

_
produCe.one issue of the news-

letter, ,letter, from assignthent of topics to distribution of final
paper. .3. -, _,

Could the class or individual students- provide the local
, t.n.ewspaper with reports. of ,..academic programs ''. in the.

:'school .

---si. Have the class or students make -a relevant presentation to-..
. : the PTA. :. -, -. , 7

i Could the school guidance department use some profiles of'
t recent alumni who have advice for studerits in the.school?

WouldtheEnglish department like _a booklet of writing
tasks and letter formats?

' Would any department like infcirrriation. about .the .need for
their courses after school? Students,could write alumni for
their ideas about the usefulness of studies in school..
Prepare. for 'the guidance department a brochure t5n summer
and:part-time jobs (potential employers, skilld; hints; etc.).

4 4.
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Community Groups
C. Students could perform a valuable service to groups who

-need information collected and organized.. The information
could be collected, summarized, and presented to a group as
a report with recommendations.- =

Students could help 'a citizens' group save a historical site
by gathering history of the area and presenting-a report.
A parents' group may want to-request a crossing guard and
may need information about the intersection, number of

--children involved, and a proposal to, the, city.
Community action 'or environmental groups may also pro-
vide projects involving research and recommendatkas.-

,
Local Businesses

.

'Ask: the proprietor of a nearby, popular fast-food store- or
local firm that hires alumni -from the *school to read and
comment on resumes and letters of application.
Ask local business people to come to the class to, discuss the
job market, interviewing, basis for hiring, etc.
Ask the manager of a local store specializing in items for:. J.
adolesicents if s/he would like a survey of student attitudes.
Students. could design questionnaire, conduct. survey; ana-
lyze results; write report, and make recommendations.

We did not intend' to present an exhaustive list of potential
audiences, just enough to indicate the breadth. of possibilities.
Indeed, the potential list is alrnotl endless once the teacher
decides that the class will seek out real audiences. The list and
activities, may become even more productive and meaningful if
students are involved in the search fof.a-udiences.
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tips to .Writers

Ways to Organize Paragraphs
chiOnological
spatial (by location, geography, etc.)
functional
order of importance
elimination of possible solutions'
general to particular (deductive)
particular to general (inductive)
simple to 't omplex
pro 'and con
cause.and effect
categorizing and listing

General Hints for Editing
Good editing consists of at least two step'4:
A. An overall reading clieck

1. Is the purpose cleai?
2. Is the-mesgage complete and logical?
-3. Do paragraphs flow together sinooth1 y-7?
4. Are the style and tone appropriate?

B. Close-reading td catch: mistakes and improve clarity and economy
1. Active voice for verbs '-
,2. Modifiers in the right place?
3.- NatUral, clearword choice?

127

4. Punctuation?
5. Pronoun references?
fr: Spellipg?

Most people prefer to 'do their close editing paragraph=by-paragraph.
Beginners, however, may find it easier to edit the whole paper for ona,
thing at a time. Whichever approach you use, be sure to reread the
entire text when you finish to make sure that pariti:Cular revisions
have not spoiled the overall flow:
Always look closely at the final typed copy before you send it. out.
Remember that.sloppy typing reflects on the signer-1

1 1 6


